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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale »—In our world today, man would be lost without the ability 
to read. In work, in worship, at play, and in relaxation, reading makes 
its contributions in numerous ways. It is highly improbable that one would 
get anywhere, or achieve anything in this contemporary civilization, with¬ 
out the ability to read. 
Necessarily, then, our schools are reading schools. The ability to 
read is necessary if children and youth are to achieve the basic learning 
experiences in all the subjects taught whether they are on the elementary 
level, or the secondary level. The pupil has to have a good foundation in 
reading to do a competent job in any subject or field. He gets an intro¬ 
duction to the complex process of reading at the elementary level, and it 
is here that habits for studying are formed. 
At the elementary level, every child has a natural curiosity that 
seems insatiable. It may be, however, that the problems of adjustment a- 
mong first graders may arrest this characteristic, but, after an initial 
period, he exhibits that natural curiosity that normal children have. 
They seem to react as sponges, ready to absorb everything. The child in. 
the home and the school is made up of Wwhyn. All children are anxious to 
learn things and to do things. It is only when they find that they are 
slower than the average ones in the class that a feeling of discouragement 
intervenes. 
Early in the elementary school experiences the teacher observes the 
pupils’ delight in reading, writing, number work and spelling. The teacher 
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observes the self-confidence which pupils gain as they master these sub¬ 
jects, and that their curiosity is satisfied. However, there are usually 
some who do not read as well as others, who do not write legibly and with 
adequate communicative skill, who do not compute with facility, and who do 
not spell competently. At the secondary school level many children appear 
to have difficulty in solving arithmetic verbal problems. These are often 
the same pupils who were so delighted with arithmetic on the elementary 
level. Why should such a pupil, who reads well and who can perform arith¬ 
metic basic computation have difficulty with arithmetic verbal problems? 
Is there a relationship between reading ability and arithmetic verbal 
problem solving? 
Every school provides a multiplicity of activities, in addition to the 
formal learning experiences, which claims the pupils’ attention. Sometimes 
pupils become bewildered when confronted with the necessity of making 
choices between these experiences and opportunities. Frequently, extra¬ 
curricular activities claim too much of their time and attention. Some¬ 
times personal and social problems present emotional aspects which stem 
from unsatisfactory home situations, or arise from their inabilities to 
make mature and successfully operative value judgement. Again, the in¬ 
structional method may not have provided adequate opportunity for pupils 
to gain problem solving skills. 
In the analysis for the successful solution of the textbook problem, 
the first ability required is ability to read. The ability to read in¬ 
cludes understanding the vocabulary, and having sufficient experience 
to obtain meaning from the written page.-*- 
Further it often happens, and especially in the early grades, thats 
1. Pupils are required to solve only the problems in the textbook. 
1 
<J. Murray Lee, and Dorris M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New 
York, 1950), p. U73- 
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2. The methods of procedure for the solution of problems is diffi- 
u • cult • 
There is an accumulation of evidence which indicates that the read¬ 
ing of verbal problems calls for some special reading skills, as well 
as for an acquaintance with the vocabulary conventions employed in 
problem statements. The question of the nature of the reading instruc¬ 
tions that should be given has received only limited attention,.and 
further research is needed before ary conclusion can be stated. 
An effort will be made in this study to identify certain of the reading 
and arithmetic difficulties of a selected group of "good readers”, and to 
make suggestions that would be of help for the improvement of reading and 
problem solving in the LaGrange School System. 
Statement of the Problem.—The problem of this study involved a com¬ 
parison of the relationship between respective levels of reading compre¬ 
hension and arithmetic verbal problem solving, as revealed through test 
performances of twenty-eight good fifth grade readers, and fifteen good ninth 
and tenth grade readers of Kelley Grammar, East Depot Elementary, and East 
Depot High Schools, LaGrange, Georgia, 1953. 
Purpose of the Study .—The purpose of this stucty- was to answer the fol¬ 
lowing questions: 
1. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary and quan¬ 
titative understanding, and how do these respective relationships 
compare with each other ? ' 
2. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary and problem 
solving, and how do these respective relationships compare with each 
other? 
1 
Ibid., p. 14-73• 
2 
Walter Monroe (ed.), Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New York, 
1950), p. 5lu 
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3. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary and basic 
computation, and how do these respective relationships compare with 
each other? 
It. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of level of comprehension and 
quantitative understanding, and how do these respective relation¬ 
ships compare with each other? 
What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of the level of compréhension 
and problem solving, and how do these respective relationships com¬ 
pare with each other? 
6. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of level of comprehension and 
basic computation, and how do these respective relationships com¬ 
pare with each other? 
7. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of the speed of reading and 
quantitative understanding, and how do these respective relation¬ 
ships compare with each other? 
8. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of the speed of reading and 
problem solving, and how do these respective relationships compare 
with each other? 
9. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of speed of reading and basic 
computation, and how do these respective relationships compare with 
? 
each other? 
10. What implications may be drawn from the findings? 
11. What suggestions could be made in reading for the improvement of 
arithmetic verbal problem solving? 
Definition of Terms.—The significant terms to be used throughout this 
study were defined as follows! 
1. The term "Good Readers”, refers to those readers who did not score 
more than one grade above, or one grade below the grade in which 
they were located as revealed through the Gates Reading Survey 
Test. 
2. "Level of Comprehension", refers to the level of comprehension as 
scored on the Gates Reading Survey Test. 
3. "Verbal Problem Solving" refers to verbal problem solving as scored 
on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test. 
Limitations of the Study.—The pupils had limited experiences with 
standardized tests. In fact, their only experience was the taking of in¬ 
telligence tests during a city wide testing program. All tests have some 
limitations, even though reliability, validity, and usability are rated 
highly. In the type of study that was done, a reading test composed of 
specific reading skills should have been used. There was no control over 
the chronological ages, and the intelligence quotient of the pupils. Only 
fifteen secondary pupils were found. The original outline called for twenty- 
five pupils on each level. 
Method of Research.—The Normative-Survey Method of research was used 
in this study, with tests used to collect the data. 
Description of Tests.—The Tests used in this study were: 
Gates Reading Survey For Grades 3 (Second Half) To 10, Form II, by 
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Arthur I. Gates. This test is divided into four sections, vocabulary, 
level of comprehension, speed of reading and accuracy. The purpose of the 
test is to enable the teacher to tell the following things: (l). How well 
should a pupil read? The test determines whether a pupil is reading up to 
his "capacity.” (2). Is the pupil assigned to proper level of reading 
material in school? and (3). It provides a comparision of vocabulary, com¬ 
prehension, speed, and accuracy with one another.-*- Reliability Coefficients 
and intercorrelations of the tests were given from twenty-seven classes at 
different grade levels. The correlation was high in both cases. Scoring 
is entirely objective, and has been as mechanical as possible. "The total 
time for all tests will vary from about 60 to 90 minutes, depending on the 
time taken for the power tests and for distributing papers, etc. The tests 
may be given to as large a group as the examiner can competently supervise."^ 
Included in the manual is a section on instruction, and remedial work in 
reading with general references from grades 1 through 12. 
Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test, Form A, Elementary Level, 
Grades 1*, 5, and 6, by William A. Brownell and Ben. A. Sueltz, The tests 
in this series have the following general uses: (l). By administrators and 
supervisors to compare grades or groups of pupils within a school and with 
other schools. (2). By teachers to measure growth over a certain period 
of time. (3). By teachers to discover specific weakness for remedial pur¬ 
poses. (U). By curriculum workers to measure the effectiveness of curri¬ 
cula, and to indicate the scope of new curricula. . (£). By research workers 
who want tests of wider scope. (6). By surveyors, or evaluators of school 
— 
Arthur I. Gates, Manual of Directions for the Gates Reading Survey 
(Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
191*2), p. 10. 
2. 
Ibid, p. 8 
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programs and procedures, who want tests that are built to measure the im¬ 
portant phases of a modern school program in mathematics.^- The test is 
divided into three sections: Test 1—Quantitative Understanding, Test 2— 
Problem Solving, and Test 3—Basic Computation. Testing was done in six¬ 
teen of the United States. Both large and small school systems, and both 
public and private schools were included. Evidence of reliability was ob¬ 
tained in grade five. Correlation coefficients were very high. Validity 
was indicated by the correlation between percentile ranks in Problem Solv¬ 
ing, in three grades, and teacher rating. Scoring is entirely objective, 
and has been as mechanical as possible. Total time for administering the 
test is 1 hour, lf> minutes. 
Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test, Form A, Upper Level, Grades 
It-9, by William A. Brownell and Ben. A. Sueltz. The test has the same back¬ 
ground as the elementary Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test, Form A, 
Elementary Level. 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Beta Test is one of the series of 
three tests. Its purpose is to measure mental ability—thinking power, or 
the degree of maturity of the mind. The intelligencè quotient was ob¬ 
tained from this test for the fifth grade group. The time for administer¬ 
ing this test is 30 minutes. The scoring is entirely objective, being made 
much easier by the key having holes in it, neccesiating only the counting 
of crosses that the pupil has checked. The reliability and validity of the 
Beta Tests were given through coefficients of correlation between two forms 
of the tests and through odds and even items of one test. The correlations 
were high in each case. The principal purposes of the tests are these: 
_ 
William A. Brownell and Ben. A. Sueltz, Functional Evaluation In 
Mathematics Manual (Education lest Bureau, Nashville, 1952), p. 9. 
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(l). For teaching purposes, to discover which pupils are bright and capable 
of doing better school work than they are doing, and to discover which pu¬ 
pils are dull, and may be attempting work beyond their capacity. (2). For 
administrative purposes, to regrade pupils so that the pupils in any one 
grade will be more homogeneous in mental ability and therefore able to pro¬ 
gress at more nearly the same rate otherwise. (3)• For administrative 
purposes, to classify pupils into separate groups within grades in order 
that the brighter, or the more mature pupils may be given an enriched curri¬ 
culum, and in order that the duller, or the less mature pupils may be allow¬ 
ed to progress at a slow rate. (U)• For research purposes, to obtain two 
or more groups of equal mental ability of brightness, which may be given 
different methods of instruction for the purpose of determining which 
method is superior. (5). For guidance purposes, to assist pupils to 
choose wisely in planning their educational, recreational, and vocational 
programs. (6). For administrative purposes, to determine the comparative 
mental status of pupils of different schools or localities.^ 
California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section Intermediate 
Grades 7-10, Adult 19f?l Edition, by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, 
and Ernest W. Tiegs. This test was described as relatively high in validity, 
reliability, and usability. It consists of 12 mental maturity tests. Norms 
have been adjusted on the basis of over 100,000 recent cases; tables for 
adjusting expected achievement to I. Q. medians have been included; and the 
test has been so devised that answers may be marked on the test booklet, 
machine-scoring answer sheets, or on scoreze answer sheets. "This publica¬ 
tion will be valuable, not only to business and industry, but also to high 
_ 
Arthur S. Otis, Manual of Directions for Otis Quick-Scoring Mental A- 
bility Tests, Beta Form (Chicago, 1939)» PP« 11-12. 
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school teachers and consulors in determining the probable level at which 
various students will best function after they leave school.”^ 
Methods of Procedure.—Fourteen good readers were selected by the 
teachers from East Depot Elementary School, and twenty-three good readers 
were selected from Kelley Grammar School by teachers. These thirty-seven 
good readers selected by the teachers were administered the Gates Reading 
Survey Test, the Functional Evaluation in Mathematics Test, and the Otis 
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test. 
Thirty good readers were selected by the teachers from East Depot High 
School, and these pupils were administered the Gates Reading Survey Test, 
the Functional Evaluation in Mathematics Test, Upper Level, and the Cali¬ 
fornia Test of Mental Maturity. 
Selection of Subjects.—Twenty-eight of the thirty-seven pupils tested 
on the Gates Reading Survey Test were selected. 
Fifteen ninth and tenth grade readers of the thirty tested on the 
Gates Reading Survey Test were selected. 
Related Literature.—The related literature was divided into two major 
sections: (l). Points of view of others, and (2). Related Studies. The 
points of view of others has one section treating the general philosophies 
of reading, and the literature of researchers regarding reading comprehen¬ 
sion. Another section treats the general philosophies of arithmetic, and 
the literature of arithmetic competence in verbal problem solving. 
One needs reading for more than the mere ability to progress in school, 
or to make a livelihood. Reading also affords an emotional outlet. Ab¬ 
stract beauty can be caught tip in a flow of words that may be transmitted 
1. 
Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs, Cali- 
fornia Test of Mental Maturity Manual (California Test Bureau, 1951), p. 9. 
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to others through reading. These may be handed down through the centuries 
in drama, prose, and history. 
Today children and adults need reading more than ever before for 
personal and social reasons. From the personal point of view, reading 
is important for understanding and for wholesome adjustment. "The world 
is so full of number of things” that people can't see of, hear or touch 
directly: reading often takes the place of such concrete experiences. 
In addition, it provides opportunities for relaxation, recreation, and 
happy emotional experience essential to desirable personality growth.1 
McSwain defines reading as follows: "Reading is a mental process used 
by each individual in creating and in revising the idea, values and informa¬ 
tion that give meaning to the private world in which he lives, and condi¬ 
tions his interpretations of the communicative behavior of other persons. 
Donald Durrell says: "Reading is a process on interpreting, each symbol 
being drawn from an image, idea, emotion, or experience of the writer."3 
The important things to be derived from reading material are not always 
simple, obvious facts, but may be complex principles and ideas. To gain 
or acquire the ideas, language heard or read, is the most fruitful means of 
learning. 
In every content field, the student encountèrs some form of reading. 
Every subject that is taught in our schools involves reading direct¬ 
ly or indirectly. Reading cannot be over emphasized for we need the 
ability to read all through life. To concieve of a school day without 
reading is -impossible. We are dependent upon this ability every minute 
of the day.h 
1. 
David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (Atlanta, 19h9), p. U. 
2. —, 
Conference on Reading, Promoting Growth Toward Maturity in Interpret- 
ing What is Read, William S. Gray, (ed.), XIII (Chicago, 1951)* p. 139. 
3. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Reading in the 
Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 111., 191*9), 
p. 193. 
I*. 
Guy Bond, and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child To Read, (New York, 
1950), p. 3. 
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The teaching of reading does not stop in the reading class, but every 
class is a reading class; 
In former decades, little or no attention was given to reading dif¬ 
ficulties that arose in the content fields. It was assumed that the 
training provided during the reading period developed all the reading 
attitudes and skills needed by children to engage effectively in re¬ 
quired reading. Experience and the results of classroom experiments 
show clearly that this is not the case. As a result, many teachers are 
now providing systematic guidance in reading in all curriculum fields; 
(1) . To maintain and strengthen basic reading attitudes and skills. 
(2) . To develop new understandings and needed skills. (3). To de¬ 
velop a high level of efficiency in achieving specific purposes through 
reading, and (Ij.). To promote growth in locating and evaluating reading 
materials to assigned problems.^ 
McKee has emphasized the interrelations of reading ability to the pu¬ 
pils’ ability to make life adjustments: 
Obviously, the teaching of reading constitutes the most crucial re¬ 
sponsibility of the elementary school. The child must be taught to 
read so that he can live intelligently and with pleasure in our complex 
civilization, and so that he can learn whatever the school tries to 
teach through the medium of following his interests, and of attaining 
fun and recreation. He must read in order to come to grips with much 
of the social studies, science, arithmetic, health, and other subjects 
which the school attempts to teach.^ 
There are many factors that affect the child’s ability to learn to 
read. Paul Witty and Ann Coomer state that the home is one of the important 
factors involved in reading readiness: 
In the area of reading instruction, the significance of home and 
school cooperation is at once apparent, since the reading problem does 
not suddenly emerge when the child starts to school. Many important 
forces in shaping his attitude and in determining his later success 
have already been in operation for several years. In the home, he has 
encountered books and other reading materials. Such a boy or girl, 
who discovers early in life that books can be a never ending source of 
information and pleasure, seldom has difficulty in learning to read; 
1. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Reading in the Ele- 
mentary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II, (Chicago, 19h9), p. 233. 
2. 
Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School (Atlanta, 
191*8), p. 7. 
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he accepts books as a necessary part of everyday living and learns to 
read as naturally as he learns to talk or walk. 
This position that the environment plays an important part in affect¬ 
ing the child's ability to learn to read is supported by the researches of 
Dora V. Smith,^ and Nellie T. Lyons.^ 
For years Gates,^ Bond and Wagner,^ and Hildrith^ have dealt with the 
basic techniques of teaching reading. To some extent, these may be sum¬ 
marized as follows:? 
1. Reading instruction may be primarily the teaching of word recogni¬ 
tion. 
2. Reading instruction may be primarily oral instruction. 
3. Reading instruction may be totally silent—coupletely free from any 
oral accompaniment. 
1*. Reading instruction may depend primarily upon reading experience 
charts. 
Reading instruction may be such that reading becomes a thought 
getting process centered around purposeful activities. 
6. Reading instruction may be a well organized composite of all the 
other above methods. 
^*Paul Witty and Ann Coomer, "Influence of the Home Fostering A Balance 
Reading Program", The Elementary English Review, XXIII (October, 19U6), 2i|l. 
2. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Reading in the 
Elementary School* Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 191+9) , p. Ï3 • 
з. 
Nellie T. Lyons, "Relating The Reading Program to Individual Differ¬ 
ences," The Elementary School Journal, XLIX (March, 19ll9), 389. 
и. 
National Education Association, Department of Classroom Teachers and 
American Educational Association, Teaching Reading (Washington, D. C., 1953), 
p. 20. 
5« 
Guy Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read (New York, 
1950), p. 3U7. 
6. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Reading in the 
Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 19ii9), pp. 16- 
W. 
7. 
Guy Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read, p. 83. 
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The desired end results of any reading program is that of comprehen¬ 
sion, the ability to understand and to get the central idea that the author 
placed in the printed material. Adams, Gray and Reese have stated this 
about comprehension: 
Basic to all types of reading is comprehension—the act of getting 
the meaning. Comprehension varies with the kind of material read, the 
purpose of the reader and his past experience. 
Having an adequate background of concepts is one of the factors 
which influence growth and comprehension. The intelligence level of 
learning capacity of the individual is also involved, as is his ability 
to associate an organize ideas effectively. The teacher may not be 
able to increase the child's intellectual capacity, but when it comes 
to increasing his stock of meanings, she can play a stellar role. Ex¬ 
panding the child's vocabulary may be accomplished in innumerable ways— 
by arranging for a rich program of activities, by taking the children 
on excursions, by making frequent use of visual aids, by guiding the 
children to make intelligent use of the dictionary to mention but a 
few.l 
The work of Goodykoontz, Monroe, Anderson, and others indicate 
that comprehension is a basic need if critical reading is to accrue 
from the reading experience.2 
Vocabulary is an indispensable factor of the basal program and through¬ 
out a person's reading life span. In the basal reading program, word 
techniques and getting the meaning of words are basic. The factorial 
analysis made by Anderson led him to conclude that comprehension variance 
is 57.6 per cent vocabulary, over half of comprehension ability. 
1. 
Fay Adams. Lillian Gray, and Dorothy Reese, Teaching Children to Read 
(New ïork, 19h9)» PP. 2k2-k3* 
2. 
Bess Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize What They Read," The 
Elementary English Review, VII (April, 1930), §7-93? Walter S. Monroe (ed.), 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New York, 19iil), XLIV, pp. 90U-5? 
National Society for the Study of Education, Reading in the High School and 
College, Forty-Seventh Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 111., 19ljB), p. 8; Charles 
Anderson, "Comprehension in Reading," Review of Educational Research, IXII 
(April, 1952),8lj Phillip F. Griffin, and W. P. Godfrey, "Comprehension in 
Reading," Review of Education Research, XXXI (April, 1952), 81. 
12* 
The importance of vocabulary has been discussed by Bertha Handlan: 
Obviously, "a large vocabulary carries with it no special virtue, 
no magic. Just as obviously, however, students who nhave not learned 
to be lords of the word” are seriously handicapped. Citizens who can¬ 
not understand the vocabulary of press, radio, and motion picture are 
civic cripples, liabilities, not assets to a state: people so limited 
in vocabulary, they find no joy in reading, nor any release in expres¬ 
sion are denied high pleasure and a wholesome outlet for their fears 
and hopes. 
Vocabulary became associated with Intelligence and with general 
achievement in school subjects when teachers discovered the high corre¬ 
lation between scores on vocabulary, and intelligence, or achievement 
tests; and with ability to read when they found that marks on the vocabu¬ 
lary sections of reading tests were closely related to total score on 
the tests.l 
Pupils are taught the basic computations of arithmetic, and if they are 
good readers, why does difficulty come in arithmetic verbal problem solving? 
Arithmetic verbal problem solving depends a great deal upon ones ability to 
read. There must be some difficulty even in a good reader’s approach to 
arithmetic verbal problem solving, if he has mastered the basic computation. 
Reading in arithmetic as discussed by Bond and Wagner: 
Reading the materials of arithmetic in any one year of school in 
the elementary school grades, while not extensive is so specialized that 
a child must be taught how to do the reading. Comprehending these ma¬ 
terials required careful reading. The child must note details and weigh 
them, he must be able to organize the facts of a problem, and to relate 
them to one another. In reading the problems in arithmetic, great care 
must be taken for exactness for understanding each item within the 
problem, and for recognizing the compact nature of problems. The read¬ 
ing of arithmetic is so highly specialized that the usual measure of 
reading competency will not distinguish between good and poor readers 
of arithmetic. Fay found no difference in arithmetic achievement be¬ 
tween good and poor readers, as measured by standardized reading tests 
(when intelligence was held constant).2 
George E. Hawkins discussed the ability to understand what is read in 
secondary schools and college mathematics: 
1. 
Bertha Handlan, "Vocabulary Development," The Elementary English Re¬ 
view, XXII (October, 19k&), 3$0. 
2. 
Guy I. Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read (New York, 
1950), pp. 311-12. 
IS 
Teachers of mathematics agree that it is more difficult to develop 
ability in problem-solving than to develop skill in manipulation. 
Many have remarked that their pupils cannot solve problems because they 
can not read. This statement may seem to imply that it is the duty of 
the reading teacher to teach the pupils to read; then mathematics 
teachers can teach mathematics. However, it has become clear that such 
an assumption is faulty and that it is the responsibility of the mathe¬ 
matics teacher to teach the reading techniques used in his subject. 
■What are some of the types of difficulties that pupils encounter in 
reading mathematics material, and what can the teacher do to help? 
1. One difficulty involves the understanding of mathematical con¬ 
cepts . 
2. A second type of difficulty in reading relates to material 
containing key words that have particular significance. 
3. A third type of difficulty is encountered in extracting the 
author's main thought in a statement containing numerous de¬ 
tails. 
li. Another common type of experience encountered in reading mathe¬ 
matical materials involves a response that may be disignated 
as reading between the lines 
There are three theories of the teaching of arithmetic, the meaning 
theory, drilltheory, and the incidental learning theory. The drill theory 
and the incidental learning theory have been rejected in theory ideas, but 
not in practice, as unsound. The importance of understanding can be 
practiced more in the meaning theory method of teaching. Brownell has sum¬ 
marized the need for developing the meanings as follows: 
1. Arithmetic can function in intelligent living only when it is under¬ 
stood. It is a fallacy to classify arithmetic as a skill, or a 
drill, or a tool subject. In practical living, we must be intelli¬ 
gent in quantitative situations. For many years, we have been told 
that children can be used intelligently only when they have been 
acquired intelligently* hence, the importance of meanings in arith¬ 
metic... 
2. Meanings facilitate learning. Through meanings we secure insights 
and note relationships which, without meanings, we should not be 
likely to hit upon. The insights in turn enable us to foresee 
connections, and to tie together various aspects of the learning 
task which, without understanding, would have to be mastered 
separately, one at a time. 
3. Meanings increase the chance of transfer. It is because meanings 
do transfer that they facilitate learning. Whatever extra time may 
be required at the outset to teach meanings is more than regained 
later on, through quicker and more intelligent learning. The ef- 
1. 
Conference on Reading, Reading and Pupil Development, William S. Gray 
(ed.), n (Chicago, 19^0), pp. 188-90. 
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fects of meanings are cumulative. Their contribution to learning 
increase in amount as they enable the learner to gain new insights, 
to discover short cuts, and to apply in new ways what he has 
learned. 
U. Meaningful arithmetic is better retained and is more easily re¬ 
habilitated than is mechanically learned arithmetic...Meanings 
strengthen skills by supplying a structure to support them. T/Vhen 
the skills themselves no longer function, the structure remains and 
on this basis, the skills can be renewed.^ 
The instructional procedure in arithmetic has three theories, or methods 
of teaching arithmetic— the drilltheory in which the child is largely de¬ 
pendent upon the teacher for identification and exposition of the facts and 
processes in arithmetic. 
The incidental theory allows the child to do anything he wishes to do 
within certain limitations. The teacher merely guides the child in the 
discovery of facts and generalizations. 
The meaning theory enables the child to make discoveries of arithmetical 
facts and understandings for himself with the guidance of the teacher. 
"Brownell discussed the importance of the preferred method—the meaning 
theory. 1. Meanings facilitate learning. 2. Meanings increase the 
chance of transfer. 3. Meaningful arithmetic is better retained, and is 
more easily rehabilitated than is mechanically learned arithmetic. 
Problem solving cannot be taken and taught as a single skill for it is 
a combination of many. Thorndike has saids 
There is no specific pattern as routine of problem solving which 
can be issolated and taught in the schools as a simple unitary skill. 
Rather, problem solving is an integration of a host of more particular 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes with which the schools can approxi¬ 
mately be concerned. A -Wide range of interest and experience, an 
organized and functional stock of background information, efficient 
skills for locating and organizing needed information, perseverance 
yet flexibility in attacking problem situations, a willingness to 
suspend judgement until evidence is in, habits of testing critically 
any proposed solution, attitudes of critical appraisal of the relia- 
‘William A. Brownell, "When Is Arithmetic Meaningful," Journal of Edu- 




bility and bias of sources skill in "if—then thinking." These and 
many more are the qualities which the school must try to develop if it 
is to improve problem solving ability in the pupil.1 
Reading for problem solving as discussed in the Journal of Educational 
Research: 
With attention centered primarily in "reading for problem solving," 
Hubbard and Shores reviewed 25 recent studies of reading and critical 
thinking. The data secured led them to conclude: 
1. Ability to read effectively is determined in part by the con¬ 
tent or problem area in which the reading is done. 
2. Comprehension is determined in part, at least by what the 
reader intends to get from the printed material. 
3. The reading process as now defined can not be clearly dif¬ 
ferentiated from thinking. 
lu An important aspect of critical thinking in reading is "ability 
to select relevant and reject irrelevant.^ 
William S. Gray discussed the items most frequently mentioned in the 
discussion of reading problems in arithmetic. 
1. Attaching meaning to key words. 
2. Reading and comprehending verbal problems. 
3. Reading directions, explanations and expositions. 
lu Putting meaning into numbers encountered in context. 
5. The reading of isolated numerals and numerals in problems. 
6. Reading of diagrams, graphs and other mode of presenting quan¬ 
titative facts and relationships. 
7. Attaching meaning to signs such as /, -, x, +, =. 
8. Understanding simple equations. 
There is probably no content subject in which more problems appear 
on each page than arithmetic. Teachers should be constantly on the 
alert to identify the points at which difficulties arise, and to provide 
needed help.3 
'National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Learning and In- 
struction, Forty-Ninth Yearbook, Part I (Chicago, 111., 1950), p. 21$. 
2. 
K. L. Hubbard and J. Harlan Shores, "Reading for Problem Solving," 
Journal of Educational Research, XLIV (February, 1951), U06. 
3. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Reading in the 
Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 111., 19lt9), 
p. 16. 
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Tinker states his opinion of verbal problem solving in relationship to 
reading as follows: 
The statement of arithmetical problems tends to be extremely com¬ 
pact, divorced from concrete context, and involves complex relation- - 
ships. The demands on the thinking processes are high period. The 
child should be taught that satisfactory reading of an arithmetic problem 
is achieved by slow careful precise progress, together with rereading 
and reflection. There must be not only clear understanding of words and 
phrases in the total pattern of the problem, though little material is 
read so far as bulk goes: the most intensive concentration is required 
to grasp its meaning. Reading arithmetical problems is one of the most 
difficult reading tasks encountered in the elementary school. Systema¬ 
tic guidance is needed infused with a frill realization of the reading 
difficulties which the child is up against. 
The general overview of the reading of arithmetic materials as stated 
by Tinker: 
. Proficient reading of arithmetical materials depends, therefore, 
upon skillful adjustment of study and comprehension skills to the 
unique requirements of this subject, and the development of certain new 
skills and procedures. As with any subject, the reading instruction 
should be on content, that is, saturated with arithmetical material 
with learning arithmetical operations.^ 
The following kinds of experiences should contribute to increase problem 
solving ability. 
1. Experiences outside of school in which the child sees the social 
usefulness of numbers. 
2. Vitalized in-school experiences in which he sees the need for 
arithmetic. 
3. The development of mathematical understandings which help the 
child apply his number knowledge more intelligently and which 
reduce random number behavior. 
ij.. The use of many verbal problems suited to his ability. The 
problems that are within the ability of the average child will 
offer no challenge to the brighter child, and will be puzzles 
to the slower child. 
5. The use of diagrams, charts, manipulated materials, etc. that 
increase the ability to see the number relationships quantita¬ 
tively. 
6. Development of the vocabulary of common mathematical terms. 
7. Development of the ability to estimate answers.3 




^'National Education Association, Department of Supervision and Curri¬ 
culum Development, What Does Research Say About Arithmetic? (Washington, D. 
C., 1952), p. 23. 
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The modern elementary school has one main fundamental objective, that 
is the development of the whole child, mentally, physically, socially, 
emotionally and morally. Bruencker and Grossnickle state that? 
The teacher should recognize the possible contribution instruction 
in arithmetic can make to the social objective of all education. Many 
of the experiences pupils have in school that are rich in application 
of number can be designed as experiences in democratic living. Here 
the teacher can so conduct the learning program that intelligence forms 
the basis of action. Actual practice in solving problems of daily life 
that are of concern to the pupils is a most valuable type of experience 
in democratic living. In most instances, arithmetic makes valuable 
contributions to these experiences.^ 
Frank N. Freeman has stated the importance of arithmetic thuslys 
The mathematics for the millions is not that mathematics which is 
learned as a game, or as a talk and which remains as an isolated series 
of ideas or of operations. It is a mode of conceiving and thinking 
about the world, a kind of language which transforms the whold mental 
life. In order that mathematics may become an integral part of think¬ 
ing, those parts must be chosen which thus can be incorporated and they 
must be used with something like the pervasiveness with which ordinary 
language is used. When this is done, the common man will become fit in 
mind to cope with a scientific and technical age in which quantitative 
relations play so large a part.2 
Mathematics not only should develop the ability of pupils to compute, 
but it also should lead to self-reliance. Ralph Beatley has said: 
Mathematics offers at least as many opportunities in the realm of 
thinking as do the other school subjects, opportunities that can be 
used to lead pupils to self-reliance, though often the result actually 
obtained is the opoosite of this. I believe that we teachers of mathe- 
, matics ought to make full use of the thousands of opportunities to en¬ 
courage self-reliance in the thinking, with the object clearly in viewj 
that the most important characteristic of a free individual in a free 
society is willingness to think for himself, and that conditions in 
the world today require more than ever that the number of such indi¬ 
viduals be greatly and steadily increased.^ 
1. 
Leo J. Brueckner and Foster Grossnickle, How to Make Arithmetic Mean- 
ingful (Philadelphia, 19U7), p. 5>13. 
2. 
Frank N. Freeman, "Teaching Mathematics For the Million," Education 
Digest, X (September, 19UU), 28. 
3. 
Ralph Beatley, "Arithmetic for à Free Society," The Mathematics 
Teacher, XL (October, 19k7), 278. 
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The army has shown many of the weaknesses in the inaccuracy of the 
present methods of teaching the four fundamental arithmetical or number 
operations, and problem solving. 
It was found that the Arny Air Force had the first glaring weakness 
in the inaccuracy in the four fundamental operations. Anyone who had 
passed eighth grade arithmetic should have had little trouble with the 
course, yet many cadets were held back a class because of evident weak¬ 
ness in Mathematics.1 
There is a readiness period, for learning arithmetic as well as a 
readiness period for reading. R. L. Morton has said: 
An inport ant reason for better learning in modern schools is the 
recognition by teachers of two very important facts about children. 
These two factors are: (a). There is such a thing as arithmetic readi¬ 
ness just as surely as there is a readiness for reading and other sub¬ 
jects? and (b). When children enter school, they differ greatly with 
respect to the number of concepts which they understand, and these 
differences become greater as the children grow older. It is obvious 
that these two statements are related, and that the implications of 
the ore overlap those of the other. 
Readiness depends upon the experiences which the children have had, 
the interest which they have developed, and the maturity levels which 
they have obtained.2 
Ester J. Swenson discussed readiness as follows: 
Only to the uninitiated can readiness appear to be a simple matter 
of reaching some mythical, magical point preceding which the learner 
is clearly not ready and following which he is clearly and unequivocal¬ 
ly ready to learn. Only by the psychologically naive is readiness con¬ 
ceived as being a boundary line across which the learner steps at a 
clearly defined time from "Unreadiness Land" to "Readiness Land." The 
attainment of readiness is a continuing process of becoming more ready 
than one was previously. Adults will understand the learning of child¬ 
ren much better, if they will think in terms of their being more ready, 
or less ready, rather than ready or unready.3 
1. 
Kenneth B. Henderson, "Weaknesses in Arithmetic Teaching," The Ele- 
mentary School Journal, XLVI (June, 19U6), f>l*9. 
2. 
National Education Association, Department of Classroom Teachers and 
American Educational Association, Teaching Arithmetic (Washington, D. C., 
1953), pp. 6-7. 
3. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), The Teaching of 
Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 111., 19^1), pp. 53-75» 
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The question of a planned program has been raised in the teaching of 
arithmetic. In this connection, the grade placement of topics has assumed 
positions of importance. There has resulted several curricular patterns 
among •which are the "stepped-up" curriculum and the "stretched-out” curri¬ 
culum. ^ 
The stepped-up curriculum is largely due to the study of the Com- 
. mittee of Seven. Over a period of a few years and in hundreds of 
cities, the committee sought to determine the mental age level at which 
various topics would be taught to "completion.” Typically, they found 
that addition of like fractions required a mental age of 10 to 11 years, 
and unlike fractions, lU to l£ years. Two-figure division required a 
mental age of 12 to 13 years. As a results, many courses of study and 
textbooks moved selected types to higher grade levels. Hence, the name 
"stepped-up" curriculum. 
In analyzing the report of the "Committee of Seven" on curriculum pro¬ 
posals, Brownell states two criticisms of the committees' recommendations: 
Its mental age standards are of doubtful validity for two reasons: 
1. These standards can property apply in schools which employ 
the committee's methods and materials of instruction, and 
we do not know what these are. 
2. The standards are almost certainly too high because of the 
committee's methods of measurement. I also have two fears., 
the first is that it will foster1 faulty views of maturation; 
the second, that it will deflect interest from more funda¬ 
mental problems. 
The teacher can feel very confident that the concept of the stretched 
out curriculum, in which the topics are thought of as strands extending 
over several grades, and taught meaningfully, is a desirable feature of 
a modern arithmetic curriculum.^ 
R. L. Morton stated that there is not much research revealing the re¬ 
sults of a planned versus an unplanned program. "The results achieved 
through interesting activities are as good as, or slightly better than, 
1. 
National Society for the Study of Education (ed.), Arithmetic in the 
Elementary School, Twenty-Ninth Yearbook, Part II (Bloomington, 111., 1930), 
pp. 6i|l-?0. 
2. 
National Education Association, Department of Supervision and Curri¬ 
culum Development, What Does Research Say About Arithmetic? (Washington, 
D. C., 1953), PP. rFtt, ^ 
those achieved in the traditional schoolroom situations."^- 
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Arithmetic learning is systematic. There must be order and se¬ 
quence in the development of mathematical ideas, including those ele¬ 
mentary mathematical ideas -which are found in arithmetic. Counting is 
the fundamental number experience.2 
Counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are a 
sequence, and an arithmetic program must be planned if a child is to 
enjoy beneficial, or useful learning experiences. 
At every stage his progress, from the primary grades to the univer¬ 
sity, the pupil should learn his mathematics as a series of related, 
meaningful experiences. Let us plan an arithmetic program which -will 
keep pace with the child's developing needs for numbers out of school, 
and let us arrange that the elements of the program become meaningful 
experience to the child.3 
Vocabulary difficulties have been identified by many specialists and 
educationists as one of the problems faced in reading arithmetic materials. 
Witty gives his opinion on the vocabulary as follows* 
Attention should be given to the specialized vocabularies found in 
different subject fields such as geography, history, and arithmetic. 
Mary of the terms used in these areas are poorly understood.^ 
Mary L. Hartunf, and H. C, Trimble discussed the relationship between 
reading ability and mathematics as related to the vocabulary. 
A large portion of the literature in relationship between reading 
ability and mathematics is concerned with the vocabulary of the student. 
Three types of words are commonly noted* 
1, First, the non technical term used in its usual sense may be a 
source of the difficulty, for example, pane-pain. 
2. Second and more cause of difficulty is the technical term bor¬ 
rowed from the sciences of some other special field—example, 
the term kilowatt-hour. 
1. 
National Education Association, Department of Classroom Teachers and 
American Educational Association, Teaching Arithmetic (Washington, D. C., 
1953), p. Hi. 
2. 
Ibid, p. 15. 
3. • 
R. L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary School, Vol. I 
(Chicago, 1937), p. ITT 
h. 
Paul Witty, Reading In Modern Education (Boston, 19l;9)> p. 93. 
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3. Finally, pupils often misunderstand words used in special 
mathematical sense, such as "equation, root, congruence. 
The degree of your intelligence is indicated by the extent of vocabu¬ 
lary, according to Funk and Lewis: "Tour words are your keys for your 
thoughts. The more words you have at your command, the deeper, clearer 
and more accurate will be your thinking. 
Research Studies.—There have been relatively few studies made of the 
relationship of reading to arithmetic verbal problem solving in the past 
ten years as compared with other areas of research. The studies that have 
a bearing on this investigation are those of Frankie N. Golden, ^ J. P# 
Treacy^ and Edwin Eagle.^ 
In the study by Frankie N. Golden, there was a definite positive re¬ 
lationship existing between reading and arithmetic reasoning, relatively 
high in the fourth grade. A positive relationship between reading and 
arithmetic reasoning was found in the fifth and sixth grades. The Norma¬ 
tive-Survey Method of research was used, with tests as a means of col¬ 
lecting the data. One hundred fifty children from the fourth, fifth and 
sixth grades were used. 
 T' ,   
Conference on Reading, Recent Trends in Reading, William S. Gray (ed.), 
I (Chicago, 1939), p. 280. 
2. 
Wilfred Funk, and Norman Lewis, Thirty Days To A More Power Vocabu- 
lary (New York, 1949), pp. 2-3. 
3. 
Frankie N. Golden, "Reading Capacities and Achievement in Reading and 
Arithmetic Reasoning of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades in DeKalb County 
Schools." Unpublished M. A. Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta Univer¬ 
sity^ 1942. 
J. P. Treacy, "The Relationship of Reading Skills to the Ability to 
Solve Arithmetic Problems," Journal of Educational Research, XXXVTEI 
(October, 191-40, pp. 86-99» 
5. 
Edwin Eagle, "The Relationship of Certain Reading Abilities to Suc¬ 
cess in Mathematics," The Mathematics Teacher. XL (October, 1948), pp. 179- 
79. 
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In the study made by Edwin Eagle, the Normative-Survey Method was used 
with tests as the means for collecting the data. One hundred fifty-seven 
ninth grade general mathematics students, and 162 ninth grade algebra stu¬ 
dents of three San Diego schools were used. The major findings were four 
in number* (l). There was a positive correlation of general reading com¬ 
prehension with success in mathematics which appeared to be largely asso¬ 
ciated with mental age. The difference in success in mathematics was in 
favor of the higher reading comprehension group. After sorting to partial 
out mental age, in each of the four pairings, resulting there remain in 
every instance small, not statistically significant differences in success 
in mathematics in favor of the higher reading comprehension groups. Ex¬ 
pectation of improved proficiency in mathematics as a results of training 
to develop general reading comprehension does not seem warranted. Atten¬ 
tion to reading problems particularly significant in mathematics, and to. 
the mathematical aspects of general reading would seem to be the proper pro¬ 
vince of the mathematics teacher; (2). In reading speed, the low mental— 
low reading comprehension group, the slower readers were poorer in mathema¬ 
tics. In the average mental age—comprehension group, the slow readers 
tended to excell in mathematics. With these students, slowness in reading 
appears to be associated with comprehension and precision which contributes 
to success in mathematics. In the high mental age-high reading comprehen¬ 
sion group, students with high reading speed score tended to excel in 
mathematics. (3). General vocabulary correlated more highly with mental age 
than any other factor; it appeared to have less relationship to success in 
mathematics than ary other factor except reading speed; and (li). Mathema¬ 
tics vocabulary appeared to be decidely more important in relation to suc¬ 
cess in mathematics. 
J. P. Treacy made a study with 214; 7ELpupils in two Milwaukee junior 
2* 
high schools. He used the Normative Survey Method, with tests as the means 
of collecting data. These are the educational implications of the findings 
from the study done by him. 
1. Heading should be regarded as a composite of special skills rather 
than a generalized ability, in planning procedure for helping pu¬ 
pils through reading instruction to improve their ability in problem 
solving. 
2. Remedial teaching should follow where weaknesses in reading skills 
related to success in problem solving are desired. 
3. When carrying on diagnostic and remedial teaching in reading, an 
attempt to improve problem solving in arithmetic, attention should 
be given to mental ages and the chronological ages for which the 
relationship between reading skills and problem solving has been ■ 
found significant. 
U. Four of the reading skills on which good and poor achievers in 
problem solving differed significantly were associated in one way, 
or another with vocabulary (Quantitative Relationships? Vocabulary 
in Context? Vocabulary, Isolated Words? and Arithmetic Vocabulary), 
The fact suggests the need of stressing the meaning of terms, 
general and mathematical as an approval to improving pupils ability 
in problem solving. 
5. Three of the reading skills on which good and poor achievers dif¬ 
fered significantly, (Perception of Relationship: Integration of 
Dispersed Ideas? and Drawing Inferences from Content) requires that 
the pupil carefully associate, immediately and remotely, the ele¬ 
ments of the reading material which he reads. This finding may be 
a significant factor in problem solving. It also suggests that 
help given to a pupil which enriches the meanings of what he reads 
may have a beneficial effect on his problem solving ability. 
6. Good and poor achievers differed significantly on Retention of 
Clearly Stated Details, This suggests the possibility that pupils 
may be troubled in problem solving by inability to retain signifi¬ 
cant facts as well as by inability to understand what Is read, and 
that instruction should be designed accordingly. 
7. In the review of the literature regarding the relationship of read¬ 
ing and problem solving in arithmetic some discrepancies in find¬ 
ings were found. This situation may be explained in part by the 
fact that some studies were based upon measures of certain reading 
skills and some studies on other reading skills. In the light of 
the prefindings, such a discrepancy would have been expected. For 
example, some of the studies employed reading tests in which rate 
of comprehension was an element? the present study did not find 
that skill was significant. Other studies used tests of general 
reading level? the present study found reading level to be signifi¬ 
cant only at the 5 per cent level. Still other studies reported used 
reading tests which measure reading skills of unequal significance 
for success in problem solving. These facts confirm an earlier 
conclusion that research on the relationships of reading and problem 
solving in arithmetic should be in terms of specific reading skills 
rather than in terms of general reading ability. 
Summary of Literature.—The literature reviewed has been concerned with 
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reading in general, arithmetic in general, and the relationship of reading 
to arithmetic problem solving. 
The literature reviewed in reading points out the fact that today- 
children and adults need reading more than ever before for personal and 
social reasons. Reading is important for understanding and for wholesome 
adjustment. Also, the school curriculum could not be planned or thought 
of without reading. Every subject taught in our schools involves reading 
directly or indirectly. There are numerous factors affecting the ability 
to read, one of which is often forgotten, the home. There are also basic 
principles or basic techniques of instruction of reading which teachers 
must consider. The end results of teaching a pupil to read is that of com¬ 
prehension, the act of getting the meaning which is a requirement in arith¬ 
metic problem solving. 
Arithmetic not only develops the ability to compute, but it also leads 
to self-reliance in thinking. One of the most important characteristics 
of a free individual in a free society is willingness to think for himself. 
Therefore, the responsibility of the arithmetic teacher is as large or 
greater than other teachers. Not only must the arithmetic teacher realize 
that every class is a reading class, and not leave that problem to the 
reading teacher, but the instructional procedures must be considered. The 
fault is not always found in the pupil. 
Research indicates that the reading of verbal problems calls for some 
special reading skills as well as for an acquaintance with the vocabulary 
and conventions employed in problem statements. The question of the na¬ 
ture of the reading instruction that should be given has received only 
limited attention, and further research is needed before any conclusions 
can be stated. 
The literature points out also that soma_discrepancies in findings 
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were found in the relationship between reading and problem solving. It 
was stated that very little relationship is found in the use of a genera¬ 
lized reading test. Research on the relationship of reading and problem 
solving in arithmetic should be in terms of specific reading skills rather 
than in terms of general ability. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
This chapter presents and interprets data obtained from the administra¬ 
tion of the Gates Reading Survey Test, the Functional Evaluation In Mathe¬ 
matics Test, Elementary level and Upper level, the Otis Quick-Scoring Men¬ 
tal Ability Test, and the California Test of Mental Maturity.^ Twenty- 
eight fifth grade subjects, and fifteen ninth and tenth grade subjects 
were used. The data is presented in three categoriesî that which applied 
to the fifth grade, that which applied to the ninth and tenth grades, and 
that which represents the significant difference between the "r's” of the 
elementary and secondary subjects test scores. 
The data pertaining to the fifth grade group were divided into three 
categories! (l). the general status of the fifth grade pupils in reading, 
(2). the general status of the fifth grade pupils in arithmetic, and (3). 
the correlation between reading and arithmetic scores made on the tests by 
the fifth grade subjects. The data pertaining to the ninth and tenth grade 
group were divided into three categories: (l). the general status of the 
ninth and tenth grade pupils in reading, (2). the general status of the 
ninth and tenth grade pupils in arithmetic, and (3). the correlation between 
reading and arithmetic scores made on the tests by the ninth and tenth 
grade pupils. The third general group of data were the significant dif- 
‘Arthur I. Gates, Gates Reading Survey Test (Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 19U2); William A. Brownell 
and Ben A. Sueltz, Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test (Education 
Test Bureau, Nashville, 195>2); Arthur S. Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
Ability Test, Beta Form (Chicago, 1939); Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. 
Clark and Ernest W. Tiegs, California Test of Mental Maturity (California 
Test Bureau, 19!?l). 
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ference between the "r’s11 of the elementary and secondary subjects test 
scores. 
"When the data were treated statistically, the measures used were cen¬ 
tral tendency, dispersion, and correlation. The measure of central tenden¬ 
cy was the mean, the measure of dispersion was standard deviation, and the 
measure of relationship was Pearson Product Moment Method of Correlation. 
The formula used for the latter was: 
K*xy = 
The significant difference between "r's" was found by using the t ratio 
of the z test of difference between Mr,sn. 
-fc raulio = 
.3' 
General Status of 5th Grade Pupils in Reading.—The chronological ages 
of the 5th grade subjects involved in this study ranged from 9 years, 3 
months to 13 years, It months. One half of the chronological ages of these 
readers ranged from 11 years, 7 months to 13 years, U months. The average 
age for the 28 readers was 11 years, 5 months, or 138.35 months. This in¬ 
dicated that the average child in this group was retarded one year, five 
months. Figure 1 shows data that were pertinent to this fact. In Figure 
1, the standard deviation is 12.U8. About 19, or 68 per cent of these pu¬ 
pils fell within the limits of the first standard deviation above and be¬ 
low the mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to 
tend toward homogeneity. 
The intelligence quotient of the fifth grade readers ranged from 77 to 
112, nineteen of the readers had IQ's that ranged from 77 to 95. The re¬ 
maining nine had IQ's that ranged from 95 to 112. The mean intelligence 
quotient for the 28 readers was 89, and the standard deviation was 8.96. 
According to the California Short Form Test of Mental Maturity, a person 
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Fig. 1.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 
chronological ages of the fifth grade readers 
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■with an IQ of 89 falls in the low average group. Eagle! found that the 
positive correlation of general reading comprehension with success in 
mathematics appeared to be very largely associated with mental age. This 
could have some bearing on the low percentile ranks made by these 28 pu¬ 
pils on quantitative understanding and problem solving. Because of the 
low mental age of this group of 28 readers, a low percentile rank was ob¬ 
tained. This, however, was one of the limitations of the study. As re¬ 
vealed in Figure 2, about 19 or 68 per cent of the pupils fell within the 
limits of the first standard deviation above and below the mean. This 
figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
The scores made on the reading vocabulary section of the Gates Reading 
Test ranged from 11 to i+O, with a .mean score of 25.68, a standard deviation 
of 6.23, an age norm of 10-7, and a grade equivalent of I4.8. This means 
.that the average fifth grade pupil was retarded two months in vocabulary. 
There was some , degree of retardation expected in these readers for in small 
communities such as the one in which this study was made, facilities, 
methods, and pupils are not always up to par. Figure 3 and Table 1 show 
data that were pertinent to these facts. Figure 3 reveals that about 17, 
or 61 per cent of the pupils fell within the limits of the first standard 
deviation above and below the mean. This figure seems to approximate a nor¬ 
mal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
The scores made on the level of comprehension section ranged from ll; to 
5h, with a mean score of 38.93, a standard deviation of 9.15» and an age 
norm of 10-1;, and a grade equivalent of 1;.5. The pupils were retarded 5 
months in the level of comprehension. In Figure 1;, the majority of the 
scores tend to duster above the mean score, making it a negatively skewed 
— 
Edwin Eagle, "The Relationship of Certain Reading Abilities to Success 












Scale of Scores 
Fig. 2.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 
intelligence quotients of the fifth grade readers on the Otis 












Fig» 5.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty- 
eight vocabulary scores of the fifth grade reader# on the 
Gate# Heading Survey Test 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF TWENTY- 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE PUPILS ON THE GATES READING SURVEY TEST 
Gates Reading Survey Mean Score 
Standard 
Deviation Grade Score Age Score Retardation 
Vocabulary 25.68 6.23 U.8 10-7 2 months 
Level of Coraprehensior 38.93 9.15 U.5 10-1* 5 months 
Speed 28.07 6.15 U.ii 10-1 6 months 
Average I4.6 10-1* 
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Fig. 4.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 
level of comprehension scores of the fifth grade readers 
on tne Gates Reading Survey Test ' , 
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distribution. The distribution of the scores is heterogenous. About 20, 
or 71 per cent of the pupils fell -within the limits of the first standard 
deviation above and below the mean. 
The scores made' on the speed section from the Gates Reading Survey Test 
ranged from 17 to 29, with a mean score of 28.07, a standard deviation of 
6.1?, an age norm of 10-1, and a grade equivalent of The pupils were 
retarded 6 months in speed. This 6 months retardation in speed showed that 
possibly the retarded rate of this group of pupils resulted from efforts to 
achieve accuracy in comprehension. Figure ?, and Table 1 show data that 
are pertinent to these facts. About 20, or 71 per cent of the pupils fell 
within the limits of the first standard deviation above and below the mean. 
This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward homo¬ 
geneity. 
Table 1 shows the data that were derived from the performances of the 
twenty-eight fifth grade pupils on the Gates Reading Survey Test. The 
grade scores, age norms, and retarded scores were taken from the norm of 
the test. In the table, it is found that this group of readers are retard¬ 
ed an average of I4. months in grade score, and the pupils are retarded an 
average of Ij. months in age level. 
General Status of ?th Grade Pupils in Arithmetic.—The scores on the 
quantitative understanding section of the mathematics test ranged from 10 
to 2k) a mean score of 16*18, a standard deviation of 3.71, with a per¬ 
centile rank of 21%. This average percentile rank of 21 indicate d the 
position which this group .of 28 pupils occupied in relationship to the 
norm established for this test. Figure 6 and Table 2 show data that were 
pertinent to these facts. In Figure 6, about 18 or 6? per cent of the 
pupils fell within the limits of the first standard deviation above and be¬ 


















Scale of Scores 
Fig. 5.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 














Scale of Scores 
Fig. 6.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 
quantitative understanding scores of the fifth grade readers, 
on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF TiEETY- 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE PUPILS ON THE FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION IN 
MATHEMATICS TEST 
Functional Evaluation 
in Mathematics Mean Score 
Standard 
Deviation $ile Rank 
Quantitative Understanding 16.18 3.71 21 
Problem Solving 10.07 3.8H 1*2 
Basic Computation 26.57 5.53 82 
toward homogeneity. 
The scores of the problem solving section of Mathematics ranged from 2 
to 16, -with a mean score of 10.07» a standard deviation of 3.81*, and a per¬ 
centile rank of 1*2$. This average percentile rank of 1*2 indicate^ the 
position -which this group of 28 pupils occupied in relationship to the norm 
of this mathematics test. Figure 7 and Table 2 show data that were perti¬ 
nent to these facts. In Figure 7» about 17 or 61 per cent of the pupils 
fell within the limits of the first standard deviation above and below the 
mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward 
homogeneity. 
The scores on the basic computation section of the mathematics test 
ranged from 10 to 37» 'with a mean score of 26.57» a standard deviation of 
5.53» and a percentile of 82$, The average percentile rank of 82 indicated 
the position which this group of 28 readers occupied -with respects to the 
norm of the mathematics test. Figure 8 and Table 2 show data that were 
pertinent to these facts. In Figure 8, about 16 or 57 per cent of the pu¬ 
pils fellwithin the limits of the first standard deviation above and below 
the mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend 
toward homogeneity. 
Table 2 shows data that -were derived from the performance of twenty- 
eight fifth grade readers on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test. 
The percentile rank was obtained from the norm established for this test. 
Correlation between Reading and Arithmetic of 5th Grade.—The correla¬ 
tion between reading vocabulary and quantitative understanding was /.0l*, 
which denoted indifferent or a negligible relationship. The value of r 
was not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The correla¬ 
tion between reading vocabulary and problem solving was /.18, which de¬ 


















Fig. 7.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty-eight 
problem solving scores of the fifth grade reading on the Functional 

















Fig. Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of twenty- 
eight basic computation scores of the fifth grade readers 
on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics 
U3 
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The correlation between 
reading vocabulary and basic computation was /.05, which denoted slight, 
almost negligible relationship. The value of ”r” was not significant at 
the $ per cent level of confidence. Table 5> shows data that were pertinent 
to these facts. With these findings that there was no significant rela¬ 
tionship between reading vocabulary, quantitative understanding, problem 
solving and basic computation at the 5 per cent level of confidence, hence 
the null hypothesis was accepted. That is to say, the relationship between 
these variables found was probably due to chance, and that the population 
correlation was zero. The correlation found between reading vocabulary, 
and the three sections of the arithmetic test indicated that it was highly 
probable that pupils’ reading vocabulary had no relationship to their per¬ 
formance in quantitative understanding, problem solving, and basic computa¬ 
tion. The fact that no significant relationship was found, was in agree¬ 
ment with Eagle-*- who found no significant relationship between reading and 
arithmetic problem solving in his study using a generalized reading test. 
“The reading of arithmetic is so highly specialized that the usual measures 
of reading competency will not distinguish between good and poor readers of 
arithmetic.However, Treacy^ found in using a specific reading test, a 
significant relationship can be obtained between reading and arithmetic 
problem solving. This was noted in most of the correlations of this study} 
the relationships were not significant, and may be a result of the use of 
— 
Edwin Eagle, "The Relationship of Certain Reading Abilities to Suc¬ 
cess in Mathematics,” The Mathematics Teacher, XL (October, 19ij.8)t p.175-79. 
2. 
Guy Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching The Child to Read (New York, 
1950), p. 3. 
3. 
J. P. Treacy, ”The Relationship of Reading Skills to the Ability to 
Solve Arithmetic Problems,” Journal of Educational Research, XXXVIII (Octo¬ 
ber, 19U8), pp. 86-95. 
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a generalized reading test. Table 5 shows data that were pertinent to 
these facts. 
The correlation between the level of comprehension and quantitative 
understanding was /.17, which denoted an indifferent, or a negligible re¬ 
lationship. The value of ”r" was not significant at'the £ per cent level 
of confidence. The correlation between level of comprehension and problem 
solving was /.20* which denoted a low correlation, present, but slight. 
The value of "r" was not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. 
The correlation between level of comprehension and basic computation was 
/.16, ■which denoted indifferent, or negligible relationship. The value of 
Mrw was not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Here again, 
the null hypothesis was accepted for there was no significant relationship 
at the 5 per cent level of confidence between the level of comprehension, 
quantitative understanding, problem solving, and basic computation. The 
relationship between these variables found was probably due to chance, and 
the population correlation was zero. The correlation found between the 
level of comprehension and the three sections of the arithmetic test in¬ 
dicated that it was highly probable that pupils* level of comprehension had 
no relationship to their performance in quantitative understanding, problem 
solving, and basic computation. 
The correlation between speed of reading and quantitative understanding 
was /.lU, which denoted indifferent, or negligible relationship. The value 
of wr" was not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The cor¬ 
relation between the speed of reading and problem solving was /.27, which 
denoted low correlation, present, but slight. The value of nrw was not 
significant at the J? per sent level of confidence. The correlation between 
the speed of reading and basic computation was /.12, which denoted indif¬ 
ferent, or negligible relationship. The value of 11 rM was not significant 
at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Thus, the null hypothesis was ac¬ 
cepted for there was no significant relationship at the 5 per cent level 
of confidence between the speed of reading, quantitative understanding, 
problem solving, and basic computation. The relationship between these 
variables found was probably due to chance, and the population correla¬ 
tion was considered zero. The correlation found between speed and the 
three sections of the arithmetic test indicated that it was highly probable 
that pupils' level of comprehension had no relationship to their perform¬ 
ance in quantitative understanding, problem solving, and basic computa¬ 
tion. Table 5 shows data that were pertinent to these facts. 
General Status of 9th and 10th Grade Pupils in Reading.—The chronologi¬ 
cal ages of these readers ranged from ll+ years, 5 months to 17 years, 2 
months. About 37 per cent of the readers were a year, or two over the 
average age for this grade level. The average age level of this group of 
15 readers was 15 years or 185.06 months. Figure 9 shows data that were 
pertinent to these facts. In Figure 9, the standard deviation is 9.22. 
About 9 or 60 per cent of these pupils fell within the limites of the first 
standard deviation above and below the mean. This figure seems to approxi¬ 
mate a normal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
The intelligence quotient of the 9th and 10th readers ranged from 80 to 
102. Nine of these readers had IQ’s ranging from 96-102. The average 
intelligence quotient for these 15 readers was 90 and the standard devia¬ 
tion was 7.1+7. According to the California Short Form Test of Mental Ma¬ 
turity, a person with an IQ of 90 falls in the low average group. Figure 
10 shows data that were pertinent to these facts. About 9 or 60 per cent 
of these pupils fell within the first standard deviation above and below 
the mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend 
toward homogeneity. 
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Scale of Ages 
Fig. 9.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 

















Intelligence Tedt Scores 
Fig* 10.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 
intelligence quotients of the ninth and tenth grade readers 
on the California Test Of Mental Maturity 
The scores made on the reading vocabulary section from the Gates Read¬ 
ing Survey Test ranged from to 66, with a mean score of i>lu27, a standard 
deviation of 5*17 » an age norm of II4.-3, and a grade equivalent of 8.5. Pu¬ 
pils were retarded 5 months in vocabulary. Figure 11 and Table 3 show data 
that were pertinent to these facts. In Figure 11, 10 or 67 per cent of the 
pupils fell within the first standard deviation above and below the mean. 
The figure is positively skewed ^and the distribution is heterogenous. 
The scores made on the level of comprehension section from the Gates 
Reading Survey Test ranged from 62 to 75» with a mean score of 70.27, a 
standard deviation of k,06, an age norm of lit-3, and grade placement of 8.5. 
The pupils were retarded 5 months in the level of comprehension. Figure 12 
and Table 3 show data that were pertinent to these facts. In Figure 12, 
about 9 or 60 per cent of the pupils fell within the first standard devia¬ 
tion above and below the mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal 
curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
The scores made on the speed section from the Gates Reading Survey Test 
ranged from $2 to 61, with a standard deviation of 8.22, a mean score of 
U5.07, an age norm of 16-3. The pupils were 6 months beyond their grade 
level in speed of reading. Figure 13 and Table 3 show data that wer perti¬ 
nent to these facts. In Figure 13, about 9 or 67per cent of the pupils 
fell within the first standard deviation above and below the mean. This 
figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
Table 3 shows the data that were derived from the performance of fif¬ 
teen ninth and tenth grade readers on the Gates Reading Survey Test. The 
grade seores, age norms and retarded scores were taken from the norm of the 
test. It is to be noted that the low achievement in vocabulary and compre¬ 
hension may be a result of the accelerated reading speed of this group. 


















Fig, 11.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 
vocabulary scores of the ninth and tenth grade readers 
on trie Gates Reading Survey Test 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF FIFTEEN 
NINTH AND TENTH GRADE PUPILS ON THE GATES READING SURVEY TEST 
Gates Reading Survey Mean Score 
Standard 
Deviation Grade Score Age Score Retardation 
Vocabulary 5U-27 5.17 8.5 Hi-3 5 months 
Level of Conçirehension 70.27 1*.06 8.5 1U-3 5 months 
Speed 1*5.07 8.22 10.6 16-3 6 months 
(excelled) 
Average 9.2 Hi-10 
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Fig. 12.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen level 
of comprehension scores of the ninth end tenth grade readers 



















Fig. IS.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 
speed scores of the ninth and tenth grade readers on the 
gates'. Reading Suryey.fest«: t c- i - , t 
£ 
in the quantitative understanding section of the mathematics test ranged 
from 9 to 23, a mean score of 137, a standard deviation of 3*76, with a per¬ 
centile rank of lk%. This average percentile rank of Ik indicated the po¬ 
sition which this group of 1!? readers occupied in relationship to norm 
established for this test. Figure lit and Table 1; show data that were perti¬ 
nent to these facts. In Figure lit, about 12 or 80 per cent of the pupils 
fell within the limits of the first standard deviation above and below the 
mean. This figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward 
homogeneity. 
The scores on the problem solving section of the mathematics test ranged 
from 5 "to ll;, a standard deviation of 2.21, with a mean score of 8.33, and 
a percentile rank of 31$. This average percentile rank of 31 indicated the 
position which this group of pupils occupied in relationship to the norm 
established for this test. Figure 15 and Table it show data that were per¬ 
tinent to these facts. In Figure 15, about 9 or 60 per cent of the pupils 
fell within the first standard deviation above and below the mean. This 
figure seems to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
The scores on basic computation ranged from 15 to 23, a mean score of 
18.2, a standard deviation of 2.71, and a percentile of 1*2$. This average 
percentile rank of it2 indicated the position which this group of 15 pupils 
occupied with respects to the norm that was established for this test. In 
Figure 16, about 12 or 80 per cent of the pupils fell within the limits of 
the first standard deviation above and below the mean. This figure seems 
to approximate a normal curve, and to tend toward homogeneity. 
Table it shows data that were derived from the performance of fifteen 
ninth and tenth grade readers on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics 
Test. The percentile rank was obtained from the norm established for this 
test 
sa 
Fig. 14.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 
quantitative understanding scores of the ninth and tenth grade 
readers on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test 
TABLE k 
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FRCM THE RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF FIFTEEN 
NINTH AND TENTH GRADE PUPILS ON THE FUNCTIONAL IN MATHEMATICS 
TEST 
Functional Evaluation 
in Mathematics Mean Score 
Standard 
Deviation $ile Rank 
Quantitative Understandin ? 13.87 3.76 Ik 
Problem Solving 8.33 2.21 31 













Scale of Scores 
Fig. 15.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of 
fifteen problem solving scores of the ninth and tenth 



















Scale of Scores 
Fig. 16.- Frequency polygon plotted from the distribution of fifteen 
basic computation scores of ninth and tenth grade readers 
on the Functional Evaluation In Mathematics Test 
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TABLE 5 
CORRELATION SCORES BASED ON THE PERFORMANCE OF TWENTY- 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE PUPILS AND FIFTEEN NINTH AND 
TENTH GRADE PUPILS FROM THE GATES READING 
SURVEY AND THE FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION IN 
MATHEMATICS TESTS 







/.04 /.57* 1.88** 
Vocabulary and 
Problem Solving /.18 /.27 
Vocabulary and 
Basic Computation /•05 /. 33 
Level of Comprehension and 
Quantitative Understanding /.17 /.20 
Level of Comprehension and 
Basic Computation /.16 A 63* 2.11*** 
Level of Comprehension and 
Problem Solving /.20 Aïs 
Speed of Reading and 
Quantitative Understanding /.14 -.33 
Speed of Reading and 
Problem Solving /.27 -.33 
Speed of Reading and 
Basic Computation /.12 A07 
* Showing *r* significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence 
** Showing t ratio of z test of difference between *r* s* insignificant 
*** Showing t ratio of z test of difference between "r* s® significant 
at 5 per cent level of confidence 
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Correlations between Reading and Arithmetic of 9th and 10th Grade.-- 
The correlation between reading and quantitative understanding was /.57> 
which denoted moderate correlation; substantial relationship. The corre¬ 
lation of /.f>7 was significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The 
null hypothesis was rejected with the probability that only 5 times in 100 
would we be wrong in so doing. The test for this correlation of coeffi¬ 
cient was 2.^0. It was significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence; 
Again, the null hypothesis was rejected at the £ per cent level of confi¬ 
dence. This indicated that in 95 chances out of 100, this relationship 
around /.57 would probably be found. According to the significance of the 
coefficient correlation and the t test, there was a probability that pupils 
with a good reading vocabulary would be better quantitative thinkers. The 
correlation between reading vocabulary and problem solving was /.27, which 
denoted low correlation; definite, but small relationship. It was not 
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidenceî hence, the null hypo¬ 
thesis was accepted. This indicated that the population correlation was 
zero. The correlation between reading vocabulary and basic computation was 
/.33, which denoted low correlation; definite but small relationship. The 
value of wrw was not significant at the $ per cent level of confidence. 
The null hypothesis was accepted, and thus indicated that the population 
correlation was zero. 
The correlation between the level of comprehension and quantitative 
understanding was /.20, which denoted low correlation; definite but small 
relationship. The null hypothesis was accepted, for this indicated that 
the population correlation was zero. This meant that pupils' level of com¬ 
prehension had no relationship to their performance in quantitative under¬ 
standing. The correlation of the level of comprehension and problem solv¬ 
ing was /.18, which denoted slight, almost'negligible relationship. The 
value of r was not significant at the 3> per cent level of confidence. The 
null hypothesis was accepted, for this indicated that the population corre¬ 
lation was zero. This indicated that pupils ' level of comprehension had 
no relationship to their performance in problem solving. The correlation 
between the level of comprehension and basic computation was /63, which de¬ 
noted a moderate correlation; substantial relationship. The value of "r" 
was significant at the $ per cent level of confidence. The test for the 
correlation of coefficient was 3»50. The null hypothesis was rejected. 
This indicated that in 9$ chances out of 100, this relationship around /.63 
would probably be found. 
The correlation between the speed of reading and quantitative under¬ 
standing was -.33, which denoted a low negative correlation; definite but 
small relationship. The value of r was not significant at the 5 per cent 
level of confidence. The null hypothesis was accepted. It was probably 
due to chance that this correlation was found, and the population correla¬ 
tion was zero. The correlation between the speed of reading and problem 
solving was -.33, which denoted a low negative correlation; definite but 
small relationship. The value of wrn was not significant at the 5 per cent 
level of confidence. The null hypothesis was accepted, and thus indicated 
that the population correlation was zero. It was probably due to chance ' 
that this correlation was found. The correlation between speed of reading 
and basic computation was /.67, which denoted plight; almost negligible re¬ 
lationship. The value of*?"w&§ not significant at the 5 percent level of 
confidence. The null hypothesis was accepted, and thus indicated that the 
population correlation was zero. It was probably due to chance that this 
correlation was found. It was highly probable that the speed of reading 
had no relationship to basic computation. 
Significant difference between the "r's" -of the Elementary and Secondary 
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Subjects Test Scores.—Two find the significant difference between two 
•*r'stt, the t ratio of the z test of difference between Mr'sw was used. 
An the correlations found on the elementary level did not differ sig¬ 
nificantly from zero, and all of the correlations found on the secondary 
level, except two, did not differ from zero. These were the correlations 
between reading vocabulary and quantitative understanding, and level of 
comprehension and basic computation. 
The correlation of vocabulary and quantitative understanding was /.OU 
elementary level, and /.57 secondary level, with a t ration of 1.88, which 
denoted that it was not significant at the 5> per cent level of confidence. 
The null hypothesis was accepted, and this indicated that the population 
correlation was zero. It was probably due to chance that this difference 
was found. This indicated that there was no significant difference between 
pupils’ pattern of relationship on the elementary level to pupils’ pattern 
of relationship on the secondary level in reading vocabulary and quantita¬ 
tive understanding. 
The correlations of level of comprehension and basic computation were 
/.16 elementary level, and /.63 secondary level, with a t ration of 2.11, 
which denoted significance at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The null 
hypothesis was rejected, and permitted the conclusion that in 95 chances 
out of 100, a significant difference would probably be found between the 
level of comprehension and basic computation. This indicated that there 
was a significant difference between pupils’ pattern of relationship on 
the elementary level, and pupils' pattern of relationship on the secondary 
level in level of comprehension and basic computation. It could be ex¬ 
pected that although there was no systematic pattern of variation in level 
of comprehension and basic computation at the elementary level, at the 
secondary level students would show considerable similarities of achieve- 
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ment in these areas. 
General Findings.—Pupils on both the elementary and secondary levels 
had an average IQ that fell in the low average group. Chronologically, 
the elementary group was retarded on the average of one year and a half ac¬ 
cording to the expected grade placement in public elementary schools. The 
major portion of the elementaiy and secondary groups met the criterion for 
wgood readers'1 at the lower level. There was no significant relationship 
between aspects of reading, and aspects of arithmetic on either level, the 
elementary or secondary level, except in two cases. These cases were on 
the secondary level, the relationship between reading vocabulary and quan¬ 
titative understanding, and level of comprehension and basic computation. 
There was no significant difference found, except in one case; the signifi¬ 
cant difference between the level of comprehension and basic confutation. 
Recommendations, conclusions, and implications will be given in the third 
chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Statement of Problem»—The problem of this study involved a comparison 
of the relationship between respective levels of reading comprehension and 
arithemtic verbal problem solving, as revealed through test performances 
of twenty-eight good fifth grade readers, and fifteen good ninth and tenth 
grade readers of Kelley Grammar, East Depot and East Depot High Schools, 
la Grange, Georgia, 1953• 
Purpose of the Study .-—The purpose of this study was to answer the fol¬ 
lowing questions: 
1. Wfctaii correlations are there between performances within the ele¬ 
mentary and secondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary and 
quantitative understanding, and how do these respective relation¬ 
ships compare with each other? 
2* What correlations are there between performances within the 
elementary and secondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary and 
basic computation, and how do these respective relationships com¬ 
pare with each other? 
3. What correlations are there between performances within the 
elementary and sedondary groups on tests of reading vocabulary 
and problem solving, and how do these respective relationships 
compare with each other? 
U. What correlations are there between performances within 
the elementary and secondary groups on tests of the level 
of comprehension and quantitative understanding, and how do 
63 
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these respective relationships compare with each other? 
5. What correlations are there between performances within the 
elementary and secondary groups ort tests of level of comprehension 
and how do these respective relationships compare with each other? 
6. What correlations are there between performances within the 
elementary and secondary groups on tests of level of comprehension 
and problem solving, and how do these respective relationships com¬ 
pare with each other? 
7. What correlations are there between performances within the 
elementary and secondary groups on tests of speed of reading and 
quantitative understanding and how do these respective relation¬ 
ships compare with each other? 
8. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of the speed of reading and basic 
computation, and how do these respective relationships compare with 
each other? 
9. What correlations are there between performances within the elemen¬ 
tary and secondary groups on tests of speed of reading and problem 
solving, and how do these respective relationships compare with each 
other? 
10. What implications may be drawn from the findings? 
11. What suggestions could be made in reading for improvement of arithme¬ 
tic verbal problem solving? 
Summary of Literature.—The literature reviewed has been concerned with 
reading in general, arithmetic in general, and the relationship of reading 
to arithmetic verbal problem solving. 
The literature reviewed in reading points out the fact that today children 
6£ 
and adults need reading more than ever before for personal and social reasons. 
Reading is important for understanding and for wholesome adjustment. Also, a 
school curriculum could not be planned or thought of without reading. Every 
subject taught in our schools involves reading directly or indirectly. There 
are factors affecting the ability to read, one of which is often forgotten, 
the home. There are also basic principles, or basic techniques of instruction 
of reading which teachers must consider* The end results of teaching a pupil 
to read is that of comprehension, the act of getting the meaning, which is a 
requirement in arithmetic verbal problem solving* 
Arithmetic not only develops the ability to compute, but it also leads 
to self-reliance in thinking. This is the most important characteristic of 
a free individual in a free society, willingness to think for himself. There¬ 
fore the responsibility of the arithmetic teacher is as large, or greater 
than other teachers. Not only must the arithmetic teacher realize that every 
class is a reading class, and not leave that problem to the reading teacher, 
but the' instructional procedures must be considered* The fault is not always 
found in the pupil* 
Research indicates that the reading of verbal problem calls for some 
special reading skills as well as for an acquaintance with the vocabulary 
and conventions employed in problem statements. The question of the nature 
of the reading instruction that should be given has received only limited at¬ 
tention, and further research is needed before any conclusions can be stated* 
Research also points out that some discrepancies in findings were found in 
the relationship between reading and problem solving* It was stated that very 
little relationship is found in the use of a generalized reading test. Research 
on the relationship of reading and problem solving in arithmetic should be in 
terms of specific reading skills rather than in terms of general ability. 
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Summarizing Statement of Procéda re. -—Teachers -were asked to select 
all good readers of the fifth gr a demand all good readers of the ninth 
and tenth grades. Thirty-seven were selected from the fifth grade, and 
thirty from the ninth and tenth grades. 
These students were administered the Functional Evaluation In Ifethe- 
matics Test, the elementary form for the elementary group, and the upper 
level of the Pinetianal Evaluation in Mathematics Test for the secondary 
group# The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Beta Test, and Gates Reading 
Survey Test were administered to the elementary group. The California Tests 
of Mental Maturity, and the Gates Reading Survey Tests were administered to 
the secondary group. 
On the basis of the test performance 28 good readers were selected from 
■the elementary group^and 1$ good readers from the secondary group. Only these 
readers who did not score more than one grade above, or one grade below the 
grade in which they were located, were selected as revealed by the Gates 
Reading Survey Test. 
Summary of Findings.-—The analysis of the data collected in this study 
provides the following findings# 
1# All of the elementary pupils labeled as good readers accorded with 
the stipulation that they should not rate mare than one grade above, 
or one grade below their expected reading level. It was noted, how¬ 
ever, that the major portion of the pupils met this criterion at the 
lower level, and rated an average grade equivalent of only lu6. In 
the respective components of the test there were certain areas of 
retardation which were level of comprehension, a grade score of U.£, 
and speed of reading lull# 
2. All of the secondary pupils labeled as good readers accorded with 
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the stipulation that they should not rate more than one grade above, 
or one grade below their expected reading level. It was noted, how¬ 
ever, that the major portion of the pupils met this criterion at the 
lower level, and rated an average grade equivalent of only $>.2. In 
the respective components of the test there were certain areas of re¬ 
tardation, which were reading vocabulary, an average grade score of 
8.5» and level comprehension, average grade score of 8.5. 
3. On the mathematics test, the elementary percentile ranks were higher 
than those of the secondary percentile ranks. Each level showed a 
higher percentile rank in basic computation, 82% on the elementary 
level and 1*2# on the secondary level. The second highest percentile 
was problem solving, 1*2# on the elementary level, and 31# on the second¬ 
ary level. The lowest percentile rank was in quantitative understanding, 
21# on the elementary level, and lh% on the secondary. 
1*. The relationships between reading vocabulary and quantitative under¬ 
standing were insignificant, /.Ok on the elementary level, and significant, 
/.57 on the secondary level at'the 5 per cent level of confidence. The 
test for this correlation of coefficient was 2.50. The t ratio for the 
test of difference between nr’s" was 1.88. There was no significant dif¬ 
ference between these two "r's", 
5. The relationship between reading and problem solving, /.18 on the elemen¬ 
tary level and /.2J on the secondary level were insignificant. There was 
no significant difference between these two "r's", 
6. The relationships between reading vocabulary and basic computation, /.05 
on the elementary level, and /.33 on the secondary level were insignificant. 
There was no significant difference between these two "r's11. 
7. The relationships between level of comprehension and quantitative under¬ 
standing, /.17 on the elementary level, and /.20 on the secondary level 
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■were insignificant. There was no significant (difference between 
these two "r’s". 
8, The relationships between level of comprehension and problem solv¬ 
ing, /.20 on the elementary level, and /.18 on the secondary level 
were insignificant. There was no significant difference between 
these two ,,r,sM. 
9. The relationships between level of comprehension and basic computa¬ 
tion, /.16 on the elementary level, and significant /.63 on the 
secondary level, at the $ per cent level of confidence. The t 
test for this correlation of coefficient was 3*50» The t ratio 
for the z test of difference between nr,s" was 2.11, There was a 
signigicant difference between these two "r's11, 
10. The relationships between the speed of reading and quantitative 
understanding, /.1U on the elementary level, and -.33 on the secon¬ 
dary level were insignificant. There was no significant difference 
between these two ’’r’s”. 
11. The relationships between speed of reading and problem solving, 
/.27 on the elementary level, and -.33 on the secondary leve were 
insignificant. There was no significant difference between these 
two "r’s". 
12. The relationships between speed of reading and basic computation, 
/.12 on the elementary level, and /.07 on the secondary level were 
insignificant. There was no significant difference between these 
two "r's". 
Conclusions.—The general conclusions which characterize the overall 
findings of this research arè enumerated belowî 
1. • Some pupils need guidance in those specific areas in which they 
show dificiences in reading*— 
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2. Pupils also need some type of corrective help in problem solving. 
3. Since there was no significant relationship between aspects of read¬ 
ing as measured by the test and aspects of arithmetic, it could not 
be concluded that high levels of reading ability accompany high a— 
chi element in arithmetic or vice versa. The data would seem to indi¬ 
cate that, except in two cases, factors which apparently operated to 
effect a positive significant relationship in many related studies 
wore not oporative in this one. There were significant relationships 
between reading vocabulary and quantitative understanding, and level 
of comprehension and basic computation. It was not possible, in this 
study, to isolate or otherwise identify factors which caused more 
positive relationship in other studies. 
4. The years between grade five and ten did not effect any appreciable 
changes in the pattern of relationship between reading and arithme¬ 
tic \dth pupils tested, except in one case. There was a significant 
difference between level of comprehension and basic computation 
which was decldely in favor of the secondary group. 
Implications. The implications that grew out of this study are pre¬ 
sented belowt 
1. Pupils on the elementary level seemed to have need for using their 
higher level of vocabulary mastery in the interest of improved com¬ 
prehension. 
2. Pupils on the secondary level seemed to have developed speed at the 
expense of comprehension and vocabulary mastery. 
3. It seems to be indicated by observing the scores of the two groups 
in arithmetic that the percentile rank in problem solving becomes 
smaller as they reach secondary level. This seems to indicate that 
these more demanding reasoning situations proved of real difficulty 
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to the students. 
Rocommendations.—The findings of this study would appear to warrant 
the following recommendations: 
1. In the Grange City System, administrators and educators should 
give guidance to those readers who show deficiencies in specific 
areas, 
2. Corrective or remedial help should be provided for pupils in 
arithmetic problem solving in the La Gran e City System. 
• 3. Considerable attention should be given the fact that after five 
years of additional training in reading and arithmetic the pupils 
showed no appreciable difference in patterns of relationship, nor 
a trend toward higher positive relationship, except between level 
of comprehension and basic computation. Further study of this 
problem might hold promise of the benefits which investigators 
have noted when performances in reading and arithmetic have com¬ 
plemented each other , 
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OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
^ _ Beta 
By ARTHUR S. OTIS, PH.D. 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
BETA TEST: FORM A 
IQ  For Grades 4-9 Score  
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name Age last birthday years 
First name, initial, and last name 
Birthday Teacher Date ? 19  
Month Day 
Grade School City  
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered : 
Sample: Which one of the five things below is soft? 
1 glass 2 stone 3 cotton 4 iron 5 ice 00(8)00 
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cotton is No. 3 ; so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer ; just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
Sample: A robin is a kind of — 
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 4 fish 5 flower UUUvJU 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one : 
Sample : Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55 ? 
1 53 2 48 3 29 4 57 5 16  
1 i o t o .ooooo 
The answer, of course, is 57 ; so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, PRINTED IN U.S.A. BETA:A-44 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 























Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others ? 
1 potato 2 turnip 3 carrot 4 stone 5 onion  
Which one of the five answers below tells best what a sword is ? 
1 to cut 2 a weapon 3 an officer 4 a tool 5 to fight  
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north ? 
1 east 2 star 3 south 4 pole 5 equator  
The peeling is to a banana and the husk is to an ear of corn the same as a shell is to what ? 
1 an apple 2 an egg 3 juice 4 a peach 5 a hen  
A child who knows he is guilty of doing wrong should feel — 
1 bad 2 sick 3 better 4 afraid 5 ashamed  
Which one of the five things below is the largest ? 
1 knee 2 toe 3 leg 4 ankle 5 foot. . . . 
Which one of the five words means the opposite of strong ? 
1 man 2 weak 3 small 4 short 5 thin. 
Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three ? j 2 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a chair, a bed, and a stove ? 
1 a chimney '2a stick 3 a window 4 a table 5 a floor  
A knee is to a leg as an elbow is to what ? 
1 an arm 2 a shoulder 3 a bone 4 a wrist 5 a hand  
Which word means the opposite of joy ? 
1 sickness 2 bad 3 happiness 4 sorrow 5 cry   
If I find a kind of plant that was never seen before, I have made — 
1 an invention 2 an adoption 3 a creation 4 a novelty 5 a discovery.. 
A sculptor is to a statue as an author is to a — 
1 book 2 man 3 name 4 bookcase 5 pen  
At 3 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 27 cents ? 
1 27 2 81 33 49 5 30  
Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three ? Æ ,® ,W .§ 
Which is the most important reason thatwordsin the dictionary are arranged alphabetically? 
1 It is the simplest arrangement. 2 It puts the shortest words first. 
3 It enables us to find any word quickly. 4 It is a custom. 5 The printing is easier. 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a saw, a hammer, and a file ? 
1 a bottle 2 a pen 3 a screw driver 4 a fork 5 a carpenter  
If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle ? 
1 luncheon 2 dress 3 undress 4 supper 5 breakfast.  
The saying, “ Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched,” means — 
1 Don’t hurry. 2 Don’t be too sure of the future. 3 Haste makes waste. 
4 Don’t gamble. 5 Don’t raise chickens  
Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 1 r KV Y' 
.Which one is not like the other three? I-*— 2 ^—/ 3 4 
A boy who often tells big stories about what he can do is said to — 
1 lie 2 fake 3 cheat 4 joke 5 brag  
Which tells best just what a colt is ? 
1 an animal with hoofs 2 an awkward little beast 3 an animal that runs fast 
4 a young horse 5 a little animal that eats hay  
(Go right on to Page 2.) 
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23. Which of the five things below is most like these three : a horse, 
a pigeon, and a cricket? 
1 a stall 2 a saddle 3 a feather 4 a goat 5 a wing 
24. Railroad tracks are to a locomotive as what is to an automobile ? 
1 tires 2 steam 3 speed 4 the road 5 gasoline 
26. Which word means the opposite of pretty ? 
1 good 2 ugly 3 bad 4 crooked 5 nice. .. 
26. Which one of the words below would come first in the dictionary ? 
1 tramp 2 saint 3 razor 4 quart 5 grass.... 
27. An event which is sure to happen is said to be — 
1 probable 2 possible 3 doubtful 4 certain 5 delayed 
28. One number is wrong in the following series. What should 
that number be? 71727374757678 
17 26 38 44 5   
29. Which of these series contains a wrong number ? 
1 3-6-9-12-15 2 2-5-8-11-14 3 14-710-12 
4 2-4-6-8-10 5 1-3-5-7-9  
30. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : 
a ship, a bicycle, and a truck ? 
1 a sail 2 a wheel 3 a train 4 the ocean 5 a tire 
31. Which statement tells best just what a hallway is? 
1 a small room 2 a place to hang your hat and coat 
3 it is long and narrow 4 where to say good-by 
5 a passage leading from one room to another  
32. Steam is to water as water is to — 
1 hot 2 ice 3 an engine 4 a solid 5 gas.. 
33. Which one of these words would come last in the dictionary ? 
1 health 2 juggle 3 normal 4 never 5 grateful 
34. If George is taller than Frank and Frank is taller than James, 
then George is ( ?) James. 1 taller than 
2 shorter than 3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which) 
38. A man who betrays his country is called a — 
1 thief 2 traitor 3 enemy 4 coward 5 slacker 
36. Count each 7 below that has a 5 next after it. 
753097358774217573247093755725775471 
How many such 7’s did you count ? 
Ill 22 33 44 5 12  
37. The daughter of my mother’s brother is my — 
1 sister 2 niece 3 cousin 4 aunt 5 granddaughter 
38. Peace is to war as (?) is to confusion. 
1 explosion 2 order 3 armistice 4 riot 5 police 
39. If Paul is older than Herbert and Paul is younger than Robert, 
then Robert is ( ?) Herbert. 1 older than 
2 younger than 3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) 
40. If the following words were arranged in order, with what letter 
would the middle word begin ? 
Week Year Hour Second Day Month Minute 
1W 2 S 3 H 4 D 5 M  
(Go right on to Page 3.) 
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59. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the third word of the sentence would begin with 
what letter? men high the a wall built stone 
1 m 2b 3h 4 w 5s  
60. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like 
the other three 1 
61. There is a saying, “ Any port in a storm.” This means — 
1 Ships should not venture out to sea in storms. 2 Stormy weather causes large waves in harbors. 
3 In emergencies any aid is acceptable. 4 Ships usually sink in storms  
62. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : cannon ball, wire, and penny ? 
1 dollar bill 2 bone 3 string 4 pencil 5 key  
63. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like 
the other three ? 1 
64. There is a saying, “ Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth.” This means — 
1 It is not safe to look into the mouth of a horse. 2 You cannot judge the age of a gift horse by his teeth. 
3 Don’t accept a horse as a gift. 4 Although you question the value of a gift, accept it graciously  
65. A boy is to a man as ( ?) is to a sheep. 
1 wool 2 a lamb 3 a goat 4 a shepherd 5 a dog  
66. If the following words were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the last word of the 
sentence begin ? usually are of made tables wood lw 2d 3a 4 t 5m.... 
67. An agreement reached in which both sides yield somewhat in their demands is called — 
1 a promise 2 a compromise 3 an understanding 4 a deadlock 5 an armistice  
68. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like 
the other three ? 
69. What is the letter that follows the letter that comes next after M in the alphabet ? 
1L 2 M 3 N 40 5 P  
70. One number is wrong in the following series : 1 2 4 8 24 32 64 What should that number be ? 
16 2 12 33 4 16 5 8  
71. If I have a large box with two small boxes in it and five very small boxes in each small box, how many boxes 
are there in all ? 1 eight 2 seven 3 ten 4 twelve 5 thirteen  
72. There is a saying, “ An ounce of practice is worth a pound of preaching.” This means — 
1 Don’t preach. 2 Deeds count more than words. 3 Preaching takes practice. 4 Don’t practice. 
73. If a photograph that is 2 inches wide and 3 inches long is enlarged to be 10 inches wide, how many inches 
long will it be ? Ill 2 12 3 16 4 20 5  
74. One number is wrong in this series : 1 2 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 14 What should that number be? 
1 9 2 6 3 3 4 13 5 6  
76. When the time by a clock was 8 minutes past 10, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about — 
1 10 min. past 8 2 8 min. past 10 3 8 min. of 2 4 8 min. of 10 5 8 min. past 2  
76. A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 quarts of water. How 
many quarts of alcohol are needed for 15 quarts of the mixture? 1 2 \ 3 14 4 30 5 6 
77. What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning ? 
AECBADDECFBCDAEEBD 1A 2B 3C 4D 5E 
78. In a foreign language 
pira nutria, bega means very deep snow; pita seco means white snow; numa copa means very well. 
What word means deep? 1 pira 2 numa 3 bega 4 copa 5 seco  
7,9. Which of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
1 brave 2 clever 3 honest 4 generous 5 loyal  
80. A boy is now three times as old as his sister. In 4 years he will be only twice as old. How many years old 
is his sister ? ll 22 33 44 56  
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41. A quantity which grows larger is said to — 
1 prosper 2 increase 3 fatten é rise 5 burst 
42. A bicycle is to a motorcycle as a wagon is to what? 
1 an engine 2 an automobile 3 a horse 4 slower 
5 an airplane  
43. Which of the five things below is most like these three : a tent, 
a flag, and a sail ? 
1 a shoe 2 a ship 3 a staff 4 a towel 5 a rope.. 
44. What is the most important reason that we use clocks ? 
1 To wake us up in the morning. 2 To help us catch trains. 
3 To regulate our daily lives. 4 They are ornamental. 
5 So that children will get to school on time  
45. If the following words were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
with what letter would the third word of the sentence begin ? 
houses stone built of men wood and 
lh 2s 3b 4m 5w  
46. Which of these expressions is the most definite ? 
1 soon 2 early 3 later 4 morning 5 ten A.M. 
47. A vase is to flowers as (?) is to milk. 
1 a cow 2 a pitcher 3 white 4 drink 5 cream 
48. A lamp is to a light as ( ?) is to a breeze. 
1 a fan 2 bright 3 a sailboat 4 a window 5 blow 
49. If the following words were arranged in order, which word would 
be in the middle ? 
1 good 2 excellent 3 wretched 4 fair 5 poor 
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60. If Henry is taller than Tom and Henry is shorter than George, 
then George is ( ?) Tom. 1 taller than 2 shorter than 
3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which)  
51. A king is to a kingdom as a president is to what ? 1 queen 
2 vice-president 3 senate 4 republic 5 democrat 
52. John is the fifth child from each end of a row. How many 
pupils are there in a row? 
1 ten 2 eleven 3 seven 4 nine 5 five  
53. Which tells best what an automobile is? la thing with tires 
2 something to travel in 3 an engine mounted on wheels 
4 a horseless carriage 5 a vehicle propelled by an engine 
54. Brick is to a wall as (?) is to a table. 
1 a chair 2 red 3 eat 4 a kitchen 5 wood 
66. A wire is to electricity as ( ?) is to gas. 
1 a flame 2 a spark 3 hot 4 a pipe 5 a stove 
66. An object or institution that is designed to last only a short 
time is said to be — 1 temporary 2 changeable 
3 unsound 4 worthless 5 unstable   
67. Which word means the opposite of humility ? 
1 joy 2 pride 3 dry 4 funny 5 recklessness 
68. A word that means suitable, fit, or proper is — 
1 grotesque 2 odd 3 inadequate 4 superfluous 
5 appropriate  
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GATES READING SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 (2nd Half) To 10 
Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy 







Teacher  Date 
Vocabulary : Raw Score  Grade Score   Age Score 
Level of Comprehension: Raw Score  Grade Score   Age Score 
Speed of Reading: Raw Score  Grade Score  Age Score 
Average of Above: Grade Score  Age Score 
Reading Accuracy : Per Cent Correct  Rating 
Other Test Scores: 
Comments and Recommendations: 
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS, TEACHERS COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY 
(REVISED, 1942) 
COPYRIGHT, 1939, BY ARTHUR 1. GATES 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready ! Go ! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test : Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time—10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil’s 
raw score on the middle line opposite “Raw Score” and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil’s 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the “Grade” in the 
table nearest the pupil’s grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
VOCABULARY 
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 
A. cat color book animal tree place 
B. stand eat fall down bird get up coming 
C. cold far bright sad small cool 
Now read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
1. red man bird color song go 
2. rabbit back catch animal tree friend 
3. mother candy barn sun tree woman 
4. stop sing sleep fly fast stand still run 
5. cow animal shy red fish coat 
6. orange animal fruit ocean song night 
7.little big small tall fine sweet 
8. shower free coat flower grass rain 
9. walk wait sing try find go 
10. pole tree horse pet stick book 
11. feast seed eat friend run sell 
12. knock sing kind hit throw march 
13. float fell stay up fall down find out walk 
14. shoot fire feel fence flee find 
15. arose sat down got up flower •serve find 
16. fled hurt punish swim ran still 
17. lane cook flower path fence start 
18. slain killed praised cleaned cooked cried 
19. disaster find shot ruin fence object 
20. overhead under hat sweet above beside 
21. transport hold search mail carry sail 
22. circular round sail news place food 
23. gap grasp groan opening house color 
24. splendor poor near glory light field 
25. yell paint eat dream sigh shout 
26. bashful shy short bold brave cheap 
27. overcome play fear cut go to win 
28. youthful friendly zestful harmful young old 
29. bravery order place weather courage fear 
30. colonel officer medicine harness 
lage I 
poetry disease 
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31. murderer father doctor witch sugar killer 
32. dome fish roof floor bird talk 
33. strife winding fight love pay ask 
34. notify scold sue injure befriend tell 
35. scour scold scrub lie sell jump 
36. comment sing sell remark force conquer 
37. frightful funny terrible pretty afraid joyful 
38. persist injure claim sew demand continue 
39. portal door roof person country singer 
40. vanquish search run away offer defeat urge 
41. quell nurse crush insist befriend close 
42. outstretch injure hurried offer break extend 
43. annex fortune add carriage beseech notify 
44. authentic beautiful happy horrible true better 
45. mane host find hold hair tell 
46. flaw float charge cement press fault 
47. meager much soil little brown many 
48. swerve chop out get up circle turn aside fall down 
49. vehicle engine carriage medicine portion gloat 
50. pew hurt tool seat injury stunt 
51. chastise punish praise accuse insist augment 
52. doleful quart sad drug fast happy 
53. malady celebration sin storm sickness failure 
54. symptom success sermon place amount sign 
55. uncommon plain rare numerous uncover useful 
56. conscientious careless faithful stupid harmless certain 
57. deadlock sickness injured blocked padlock patent 
58. elude evening music accuse praise escape 
59. indolent lazy selfish crazy indecent eager 
60. revoke reveal tear down drink repeal vote 
61. tumultuous wise noisy friendly sickly silly 
62. bountiful generous founded hardened peaceful precious 
63. dahlia fish flower tree cloth vegetable 
64. desertion dryness abundant coming leaving finding 
65. heartfelt sad hard sincere cloth fast 
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6G. mutinous high noisy silent metal rebellious 
67. spinster unmarried cloth driver soldier part of ship 
68. avalanche gale waterfall landslide tornado scolding 
69. negligent very wise careless extravagant dishonest courteous 
70. pilfer find invent sweeten steal sell 
71. flay whip auction dismay harbor derelict 
72. defray deceive carriage pay conduct paint 
73. penal medical illiterate boastful athlete criminal 
74. garner goose gather farm classify beseech 
75. carousal flight argument stealing revel revolution 
76. insignia battleship payment secretary badge insurance 
77. lethargy apathy wild animal inheritance debt liveliness 
78. animation strength bravery liveliness mercy intelligent 
79. buoyancy swelling meanness lightness truthfulness solidity 
80. insatiate unsatisfied intolerable disrespectful hurried harmless 
81. projectile pill mountain stream bullet liquid 
82. amalgamate cook combine pound distrust attack 
83. debilitate build plant float farm weaken 
84. inundate smother curse mash flood repair 
85. corpulent fat haughty serene energetic relent 
Raw Score, 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A and 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in blank 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to A in and R around. 
A. eat bark jump sleep drink 
B. climb swim chew sing swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was, “Ma-ma.” His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, B . 
A. lamp cake candle plate pan 
B. dog candle mama birthday baby 
5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed the 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know Tom. 
They began to A   as soon as they saw him 
 B 
A. crow bark grunt speak mew 
B. coming sleeping flying crowing singing 
2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
thorn in ar hnle. Whpn the A camp, hp had 
6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. Then he 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lying on 
the A and kicking- his R in thp air 
 B to eat. 
A. winter boat leaves train squirrels 
B. holes shells food days wood 
was great fun. 
A. table roof tree water grass 
B. feet head tail field mother 
3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on and started to skate. Down he went ! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that A was 
not so B 
A. walking running hiking sliding skating 
B. stupid funny tasty ugly easy 
7. Country boys and girls are used to the sound of 
crickets. During hot weather in August the crickets 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little crea¬ 
tures and the chirping song they A is rather 
 B 
A. eat roll slide sing fly 
B. harmful dangerous silly hot pleasant 
4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
“Now,” he said, “we need A for the windows 
find R fr>r the flnnf,” 
8. A queer kind of bee is the “leaf-cutter” bee. He 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would take 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of rose 
A and lines his R with them. 
A. glass food trees rocks cement 
B. lace straw blankets boards glass 
A. petal stem foot thorn leaf 
B. nest yard root sting buzz 
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9. Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
It was found that hens would lay at night if the elec¬ 
tric lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
tires the A They will not let them work 
twenty-four B a day. 
A. farmer wires chickens hens eggs 
B. times minutes days seconds hours 
10. Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow¬ 
boy is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
looking for stray horses or cattle. The  A 
must not be allowed to get  B 
A. ranches cattle nest trees saddles 
B. well wet up lost food 
11. Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats 
of white fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 
hunters. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of 
 A and look like a B  
A. coal ice dirt sugar dough 
B. peanut snowball baseball Eskimo cat 
12. The longest bridge in the world was opened in 
1937. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali¬ 
fornia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
so high above the water that A can pass 
 B it. 
A. water mountains battleships air horses 
B. over under around above into 
13. Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
their eggs. They dig a deep hole and lay their eggs in 
the sand. The babies hatch out and soon A  
down to the B  
A. crawl dance float swim fly 
B. sand salt sun bushes water 
_ 
I 
14. Nowadays we find houses made of concrete blocks 
with steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
made of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
homemakers of America could see these A 
houses, they would be B .. 
A. modern antique early old silly 
B. sorry surprised ugly worried angry 
15. Bread is sometimes baked out of doors in brick 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of A placed in 
the oven are B__ in an hour. 
A. meat milk cake fruit bread 
B. baked boiled roasted fried stewed 
16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, and 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in making paint and ink. A plant with such a 
variety of A is of great B  
A. time energy uses space taste 
B. loss height depth size value 
17. A new type of “covered wagon” goes west today. 
It goes north and south and east as well. This is the 
trailer. Some trailers are simple and inexpensive, but 
others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this A on wheels may be as 
 B as its owner wishes. 
A. garage home barn station shop 
B. old ugly complete hot empty 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woods, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree. Ex¬ 
amine the bark. It is usually damp and mossy on the 
north side and light and A on the B  
A. damp off shaggy torn dry 
B. right left east south west 
19. There are no ears on a frog’s head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
inside of which is an inner ear. Beyond this is the 
middle ear. In this ear A is carried by a 
special B to the brain where the C  
is actually done. 
A. sight sound light smells feeling 
B. trunk messenger police blood nerve 
| C. coughing smelling seeing hearing touching 
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20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the A you go from the 
firecracker, the greater the difference there will be 
between the time you. B  the flash and the 
time you hear the C of the explosion. 
A. closer nearer sooner farther warmer 
B. hear see set stop want 
C. sound music light heat fire 
21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ages ago there lived in Asia Minor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monuments, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the A to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they B  
remain buried in the past of this forgotten C   
A. tale key number sign token 
B. sent said telegraphed sang wrote 
C. person man tribe living cousin 
22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile River. The ancient Egyptians cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
 A   .this B friend ! 
A. burned hated cultivated killed neglected 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable ugly 
23. The first cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a coating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. In spite of this waterproof A , the salt 
water  B into the cable in a few weeks. 
A. glass diet covering direction current 
B. enlarged ate multiplied twisted coated 
24. Long ago people were called to church by the beat¬ 
ing of a drum. The drummer was chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The doleful A  
of the drum was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B . 
A. sound sight size place look 
B. winter church town house ground 
25. For more than fifty years it has been possible to 
send letters via “special delivery.” This means that 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stamp is 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediately 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is ad¬ 
dressed. A special A. takes the letter to the 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys the 
 B for this C 
A. reporter message call messenger radio 
B. stamp letter charge toll rate 
C. song train ink service dollar 
26. Rain was an important factor in the first flight 
across the English Channel in 1909. Blériot, a French¬ 
man, made the crossing from France to England in a 
small monoplane. About the time he was halfway 
over, his engine became overheated and he feared it 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the engine 
cooled and the A continued on its way to the 
 B shore. The flight was a   C  
A. dirigible airplane biplane automobile gyro 
B. French American Swiss English Spanish 
C. failure doubtful question dream success 
27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his calls 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills and 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minister 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind and 
cheerful and a A to persons of all ages. The 
whole town always mourned his B  
A. pest nuisance comfort menace joke 
B. death coming pills calling riding 
28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in the 
eighteenth century out of the famous “posset-pot.” 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her wedding 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a turn to 
  A It was believed that the one who found 
the B would soon be married, and that the 
one who got the coin would have good C 
Many people still own posset-pots which have been 
handed down in their families. 
A. dance drink eat skate dine 
B. coin silver pot tree ring 
C. cheer weather fish day luck 
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29. In line with the removal of adulterated goods from 
the markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
popular “quack medicines.” In spite of the fact that 
such “medicines” may contain only harmless ingredi¬ 
ents, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 
 A should be protected against wasting his 
money foolishly as well as against endangering his 
 B by not consulting a reputable   C  
A. doctor consumer quack enemy paymaster 
B. money time energy health friends 
C. quack doctor engineer officer student 
30. In every country a small group concerns itself 
with the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
cares little about public affairs. This does not mean 
that the minority always rules the A , be¬ 
cause unless the minority considers the B of 
the majority, the latter may set up new C  
A. minority king business affairs majority 
B. wishes tastes housing rules complaints 
C. codes stakes rulers signals concerns 
31. The struggle between modern civilization and 
tribal custom has been well demonstrated in the 
administration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
right to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose. 
The government has found it very A to per¬ 
mit a B society to exist in the midst of a 
highly  C one. 
A. easy lonely queer odd unwise 
B. new primitive strange struggle problem 
C. old tribal Indian coarse complex 
32. The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
English architecture. For example, it is probable that 
timber was used by the early English in building 
churches. But after the A invasion, such 
buildings began to be B of stone. 
A. English Norman Saxon Danish Roman 
B. destroyed influenced used arched constructed 
33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take a greater interest in the 
 A An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
a friendly atmosphere C   the likelihood of 
strikes and lockouts. 
A. fun concerts concern vacations speed 
B. salary house work time output 
C. increases hardens softens lessens gives 
34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when individuals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no A to acquisi¬ 
tion. A balance is B when an effort is made 
to preserve  C of opportunity. 
A. time space limit score report 
B. achieved accounted reduced dependent sold 
C. qualities absence wants equality goods 
35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre¬ 
ates a new one ; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimental   A to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles something. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introduc¬ 
ing new—.—B——and unsettling factors. There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that f1 
——means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
will D stay done. 
A. train certainty adventure article community 
B. problems expenses dreams appetites languages 
C. honesty war taste progress revolution 
D. not forever nobly cheaply intimately 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions : Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days ? 
winter spring summer fall 
1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but the wind blew the icy snow against 
her face. What kind of day was it? 
pleasant warm tiresome cold 
8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear tiny 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well on a 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark night? 
boy girl cat man 
2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you think they 
would feel in the winter time? 
cold heavy warm wet 
9. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecking 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do you 
think the wrecking car had to be? 
beautiful strong old light 
3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were flat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were these? 
lions tigers dogs rabbits 
10. A woodchuck digs a deep hole for a house. He 
leaves a pile of dirt outside his front door. Where 
does the dirt come from? 
rocks trees hole water 
4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 
leap run walk eat 
11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, and a 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was going 
to do with these tools ? 
garden sing shoot fight 
5. After the storm the children made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the snow man 
froze melted burned scorched 
12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his plane, 
many other pilots have done the same thing. What 
do you think all these men can do well? 
swim fly fish sing 
6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
-it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 
sad lonesome happy sorry 
13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. Into 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed he 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 
swim sing jump dance 
7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
It has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 
light air water dirt 
14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little sticks ? 
A Chinese child uses his “chopsticks” just as well as 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopsticks? 
bowls rice cups spoons 
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15. “Stop!” says the red light, “Wait!” says the yel¬ 
low, and “Go!” says the green. What must you do 
i 
when you see these traffic signals ? 
24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a 
fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
famous streets in the world. How does it look? 
laugh obey run cry dull noisy bright dark 
16. “Romba” had a long trunk and two fine ivory 
tusks, and she was very large. She was pleased when 
people at the circus clapped. What was Romba? 
25. Bell buoys are anchored far out in the ocean. They 
mark safe lanes for ships and boats to travel in. What 
do you think bell buoys are? 
alligator mouse elephant monkey signals children buildings rocks 
17. Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining 
car. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup¬ 
boards, and the sink. This kitchen is 
26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
tepees made of poles with buffalo skins stretched 
across. Such houses were light and easy to 
small huge large medium eat move bury leave 
18. There was a great storm at sea. The fisherman’s 
wife peered out over the rough waters. Her husband’s 
boat was not in sight. How did she feel? 
27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can’t really walk, but it can travel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best ? 
sad hot happy angry plains fire mountains forests 
19. “Carrier pigeons” are trained to fly home. If they 
are taken away they always fly back. Messages are 
often tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 
28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made? 
peacock pigeon pheasant robin soil powder wheat miller 
20. St. Bernard dogs live in the mountains of Switzer¬ 
land. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 
snowdrifts. These dogs are very 
29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From what tree does this sugar come ? 
red afraid brave small elm maple magnolia apple 
21. Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
in front of their caves at night to keep out the wild 
animals. How did the animals make them feel ? 
30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals ? 
afraid hot happy costly wet dry cold foreign 
22. “Bran” is made from the outer layer of wheat 
grains. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
we get brown bread. What does bran make the bread ? 
31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. What 
does this animal do best? 
white fresh crusty brown chew bite lick climb j 
23. Mary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
doll, Annabelle. Mary’s mother came out with a pot 
of glue. What was she going to do to the doll? 
32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all 
winter. What animal is it most like? 
mend break burn sew mouse squirrel horse pig 
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33. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the “mainsail” and the small 
one, the “jib” sail. What is a sloop? 
42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp tooth. 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a rattle¬ 
snake’s bite is harmful. The fang is 
boat sail deck jib harmless dangerous pretty strong 
34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a bucket and a shovel. What do you 
dig in to find the clams? 
43. A “solar eclipse” means that the moon passes be¬ 
tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts out 
the sun, how will the sky look? 
sand plants woods buckets dark bright pale shining 
35. In the robin’s nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept across the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 
44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes to 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water home. 
What do you think a dolphin is ? 
happy safe cold frightened fish bird mermaid frog 
36. The oriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 
45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in other 
birds’ nests. The eggs are hatched for her. What kind 
of bird is the cuckoo ? 
rock cradle leaf chair kind generous tiny lazy 
37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 
did the train do while Mary ate ? 
46. The French people gave the Americans the Statue 
of Liberty. It stands in New York harbor today. What 
country did it come from ? 
stopped moved wrecked burned New York America France Liberia 
38. Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaweed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 
47. Henry discovered the nest of a wild bird. When 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, shrieking 
and scolding. This bird was 
birds flies worms fish amused happy tame angry 
39. They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw this funny man? 
48. Molly was a Jersey. She had a beautiful coat of 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon for 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 
eat fly away stop sleep cat colt cow goat 
4Q. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 
49. It tells you what is happening in your city. It 
gives you the weather report. It is made of paper. It 
is printed every day. What is it? 
jump fish run hide newspaper book radio telegram 
41. One fourth of a British penny is called a “farth¬ 
ing.” This is a very small coin. How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 
50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short legs, 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a dog ! 
What is a dachshund? 
four fourteen two one dog monkey horse donkey 
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51. The policeman’s whistle blew suddenly. He held 
up his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police¬ 
man use to bring the traffic to a stop ? 
58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
a long time. What was she waiting for ? 
light whistle car gun train dog mouse hole 
52. In olden days men carried swords in the right 
hand. Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
show that -we are not enemies, but that we are really 
59. Ohio is an Indian word which means “Beautiful 
River.” Many of our states have Indian names. From 
what language do we get the word Ohio ? 
animals swords enemies friends Italian Spanish English Indian 
53. A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
he squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath¬ 
ers. What does the bird put on his feathers ? 
60. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, “This is Station XYZ broad¬ 
casting.” What do you think was in the box? 
oil water sand soil telephone radio box boy 
54. A bell rang with a shrill sound. Mary ran to the 
telephone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
you think was the first thing she said ? 
61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover’s collar. 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 
good-by hello come in no hungry silly unhappy glad 
55. The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
ground. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
door that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 
62. The Empire State Building is the world’s tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This building is 
buyer builder singer cook tall short small soft 
56. Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
rang. She ran fast but all the children had gone in¬ 
side before she reached the door. What was Mary? 
63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down to 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter ? 
early late sleepy dead traveling talking sleeping working 
57. “Creeping Charlie” is the name of a pretty green 
vine. It grows in window boxes and hanging baskets. 
What do you think “Creeping Charlie” is? 
64. A frog’s skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 
stone bug man plant water salt clothes spices 
Stop here Raw Score 
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No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
Grade 10 10 11 11 11 H 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 
norm 8.0 8.2 8.5 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + + 
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 
Grade 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 0.0 
10.0- 
12.0 
CO V. High 85-100 90-100 93-100 95-100 98-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
» 
§ 
High 72- 84 80- 89 85- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 
£ Medium 48- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96-97 97 97 97 97 97 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 60- 75 75- 86 80- 88 84-90 87-92 . 89-94 90-95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 96-96 



























PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 
NUMBER OF EXERCISES ATTEMPTED 
2, 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6! 62 63 64 
2 9 9 9 8 8 8 
3 14 14 13 13 12 12 11 11 
4 19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
5 24 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16 
6 29 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 
7 33 32 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 
8 38 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 
9 43 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
10 48 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
11 52 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 
12 57 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 
13 62 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
14 67 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 
15 71 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
16 76 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 53 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
17 81 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 57 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 
18 86 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
19 91 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 
20 95 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 
21 100 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 
22 100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
23 100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 47 46 45 44 43 42 
24 100 96 92 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 
25 100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 62 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
26 100 96 94 89 87 85 82 7S 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
27 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 
28 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 80 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 
29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 
30 100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 
311100 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 
32 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 08 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
35 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 
36 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 
38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
39 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 
40 100 97 94 92 90 89 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 
41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67 
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
45 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
46!100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 
47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 
48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 
49 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
50 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78 
51 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79 
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 
54 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84 
55 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 
56 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 
57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 96 95 93 92 
60 100 98 96 95 93 
61 100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 
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To the Student: 
With the tests in this booklet you can show how well you 
understand and use the principles of mathematics. Each of the 
questions is followed by four answers. Think what the question 
means and use your best judgment in choosing the correct answer. 
If you have trouble with a question, go on to the next ones 
and come back to it after you have answered all the others. Work 
as rapidly as you can without making errors. If you are not quite 
sure of the right answer for a question, choose the answer you 
THINK is best. If you are not at all sure of the right answer for a 
question, leave its answer space blank. Read and think, but do 
not guess. 
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 Test 1 — Quantitative Understanding  
DIRECTIONS 
1. Read a question and the four answers below it. 
2. Without using your pencil to work out the problem, choose the answer you think is right and 
write its letter on the dotted line at the side of the page. 
3. Look at the example questions below and see how the answers are marked. 
EXAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. How many minutes are there in an hour? 
A 10 minutes B 30 minutes C 60 minutes D 100 minutes 
2 QUARTS 3 PINTS lié QUARTS 
1. Which picture shows the largest number of things? 
2. Which one of the following is the largest number of pages? 
A 199 pages B 109 pages C 201 pages D 210 pages 2. 
3. Which one of these groups of marbles can be divided into three equal smaller groups? 
A. O 
<2>©<©@ 
B. D. © © 3 
1A Go on to Page 3 
4. How many cents do 2 dimes, 1 nickel, and 3 pennies equal? 
A 28C B 33<t C 6<f D 213c 
5. Which tree is twice as tall as the cedar tree? 
A Pine B Poplar C Cherry D Oak 
6. Which number below is “twenty thousand, six hundred five?” 
A 200,605 B 20,000,600,5 C 20,650 D 20,605 
7. What is the largest number that can be written by using all the figures -1, 3, 5, 7 - 
A 7531 B 5731 C 1357 D 7513 
8. How should the number 201,046 be written in words? 
A two million, one thousand, forty-six B two hundred one thousand, forty-six 
C two hundred one forty-six D two hundred one, and forty-six hundred 
9. The number on the meter at the right shows how many gallons of 
water are used. When another gallon is used, what number will the 
meter show? 
A 4400 B 4390 C 4490 D 43991 
10. If you know the price of one bushel of apples, what is the quickest way to find tin 
bushels of apples? 
A adding B dividing C subtracting 1) multiplying 
Page 4 
11. You know how much Mrs. Baldwin weighs and how much her daughter Alice weighs. 
How can you find how much more Mrs. Baldwin weighs than Alice? 
A add B divide C subtract D multiply 11. 
12. Mrs. Baldwin bought a basket of apples. She counted 
the apples in the basket after she had given 6 to Alice 
and used 13 in cooking. How can she find how many 
she bought? 
A subtract B add C divide D multiply 
^QÉÛl 
12. 
13. George measured the length of a room with a yardstick and Helen measured it with a foot 
ruler. How many times as often did Helen have to place her ruler as George placed his 
yardstick? 
A same number B 12 times C 3 times D ^ times 13  
14. Five cats are sitting on a ladder as pictured at the right. 
Which cat is three times as far from the ground as is Spot? 
A Blackie B Tippy C Fifi D Tom 14 
15. On the 
A Fifi 
ladder at the right, which cat is half as far from the ground 
B Spot C Tom D Tippy 
as is Blackie? 
15.. 
16. At a county fair, people guessed the number of pennies in a jar. There 
were 403 pennies in the jar. Which of the numbers below is nearest 
403? 
A 430 B 393 C 425 D 380 16 






17. How should we write the number that is equal to the sum 
of the numbers in the box at the right? 
A 234 B 2034 C 20034 D 200304 
100 + 100 
10 + 10 + 10 
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 
18. In the number 808, the first 8 (at the left) is worth how many times as much as the 8 at 
the right? 
A the same B 10 times C 100 times D 1000 times 
19. Which one of the following numbers is not always a definite or standard amount? 
A pint B gallon C quart D glassful 19 
20. What time is it by the clock at the right? 
A 3:52 B 2:53 C 2:10f D 10 to 3 20. 
21. When Bill left home the time was as shown 
in clock No. 1. When he returned it was as 
shown in No. 2. How long was he away? 
A 2 hr. 10 min. B 3 hr. 10 min. 
C 2 hr. 40 min. D 3 hr. 50 min. 
MARCH 
22. At the right is a calendar for March. If Jim’s birthday was y: ^ ^^—g 
the following April 2nd, on what day of the week was 
3 
10 his birthday? 6 7 8 9 11 
0 
12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
A Sunday B Monday C Wednesday D Saturday 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
37 28 29 30 31 
23. If the first of March falls on a Sunday some year, how many Sundays will March have 
that year? 
A 6 B 5 C 4 D 3 23. 
1A Go on to Page 6 
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24. In the drawing below, what fractional part of the whole rectangle has been 
D - u ii 
shaded ? 
24 
25. Which of these fractional parts of a gallon is largest? 
A | gal. B ^ gal. C | gal. D f l. 25. 
26. Which one of the figures below has the smallest fractional part shaded? 
27. In which one of the multiplications below are 
products? 
the figures correctly placed in the partial 
243 B 243 C 243 D 243 
102 102 102 102 
486 486 486 486 
000 2430 2430 000 
243 243 
28. During one week only Tuesday and Saturday were sunny. What fractional part of that week 
was not sunny? 
28. 
29. Which one of these additions of fractions, as shown by the shaded parts, is not correct? 
30. In the hardware store the screws are kept in boxes on a 
shelf. On the front of each box is shown the length of the 
screws in it. What number should appear on the box that 
has no number? 
A 2 B if C2| D 2j 30 
1A Go on to Page 7 
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31. Which one of these measures should not be used for showing the length of a table? 
A inch B square inch C foot D yard 31. 
32. In which one of these divisions is the quotient or answer figure in the wrong place? 
A 3 
20) 60 




I) 7 32 
20) 140 
33. Jane had a glass full of gingerale. She drank until the gingerale 
was only half as deep in the glass. The shaded part shows the gin¬ 
gerale left. About what fraction of the glassful is left? 
A| Bi Ci Df 
34. Suppose that 3 round cookies are shared equally by 4 people. Which one of the following 
pictures shows what part each person would get? 
35. Which one of the fractions below does not exactly equal one half? 




36. Which one of these Roman Numeral numbers is correctly written? 
A IXIII B VXII C CXXIII D MICXX 36. 
37. In which picture does the shaded part show the decimal fraction ^3? 
38. The speedometer on a car shows a mileage of 319.6 miles 
when a trip is started. What should it show after a trip of 
exactly 10 miles? 
A 10 B 320.6 C 329.6 D 319.7 
1A Go on to Page 8 
39 
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39. Which one of the numbers below is the smallest? 
A 4.01 B 4-i C4| D 4.25 
40. If each of the ten sections of the rectangle at the right is cut into 10 
smaller but equal parts, what decimal fraction of the whole rectangle ^  
would each of the smallest parts contain? ———I— 
A 1.00 B 1.0 C 0.1 D .01 40. 
41. Which one of these numbers is the largest in value? 
A 3.1416 B 3.142 C 3.1 D 3.14 41 
42. The gasoline pump at a filling station registers gallons and 
tenths of gallons. When another tenth of a gallon is added, 
what will the pump at the right register? 
A 9.0 B 9.91 C 9.10 D 10.0 
43. Suppose that 44 is written with two zeros after it to make a new number, 4400. 
Compared with 44, how many times as large is the new number, 4400? 
A 100 times as large B has the same value 
C Twice as large D 10 times as l rge 43. 
44 
4400 
44. Dorothy divided and carried the answer to four decimal places, as shown $ 2.2857 
at the right How should the answer be written when expressed to the f] $16.0000 
nearest cent? 
A $2.28 B $2.29 C $2,285 D $2,286 44 
45. When the decimal point in a number like 37.75 is moved one place to the right, how has 
the value of the number been changed? 
A no change in value B 0.1 times as large 
C 10 times as large D .01 times as l rge 45  
1A End of Test. Look over your work. 
240.9.51 No. Right. 
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DIRECTIONS — Read each problem carefully and be sure to do just what it asks. Show your work in the work 
space and write your answer on the dotted line at the side of the page. The sample problems show you how to 
do this. 
SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
The pupils in one room changed the soil 
for the plants in their room. They had two 
sizes of flower pots. The large pots each 
held 2 quarts of soil and the small pots each 
held 1 quart of soil. 
Space for Work Answers 
\ How many quarts of soil were needed for 7 of the 
large-size pots? 7 A I.Ü.  
g For new soil for the plants 1 quart of sand was 
used for each 2 quarts of soil from the garden. 
How much sand was used with a bushel (32 quarts) 
of soil from the garden? 
<3- )ia. 
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THE NEW PARK STREET SCHOOL 
Next year the pupils from the old Hill School will go to the 
new school on Park Street. The new Park Street School will 
have large pleasant rooms and a fine new playground. There 
will be two classrooms for each of the grades one through six. 
e..>uia -a...- wUlu*.., 
How many classrooms will there be for all the 
grades, one through six? 
Space for Work 
2. The new school will have seats for 480 pupils. That 
is how many more than the 368 pupils now in the 
old Hill School? 
3. The new school has a total of 6 acres for play¬ 
grounds. This is divided into three equal spaces. 





4. Of the 368 pupils enrolled in the school, 179 are 
girls. The rest are boys. How many are boys? 
One room has six rows of seats with 6 seats in 
each row and another row with 4 seats. How many 
seats are in this room? 
The new school will have 2 teachers .for each of 
the six grades. There will be 3 other special 
teachers, also. How many teachers will the school 
have? 
7. One day Sally was asked to divide a package of 
500 sheets of drawing paper equally among four 
rooms. How many sheets did she give to each 
room? 
To prevent waste, the new school will allow each 
pupil 2 paper towels a day. How many towels will 
be needed for a week of 5 school days for the 
368 pupils? 
9. Pupils are in school from 8:45 to 11:50 each morn¬ 
ing. How many hours and minutes is this? 
10. To decorate for a party, one class needs 105 silver 
stars. If 7 stars can be cut from one sheet of silver 





8.     
9. hr min. 
10. 
2A Go on to Page 3 
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Tomatoes, 20 oz. can    2H Oranges  -   37C doz. Roast     58c lb. 
Peaches, SO oz. can 270 Celery  Bacon   02c lb. 
Milk, tall can   3 for 39? Spinach   iOe lb. Steak   '.Me lb. 
Peas, 20 oz. can     22c Eggs   08c doz. Hamburger   2 lb. for $1.15 
11. How much did 6 cans of milk cost? 
Space for Work Answers 
11. 
12. How much did a dozen oranges and two dozen eggs 
cost? 12. $ 
13. How much change did Ellen’s mother get from a 
dollar when she bought a can of tomatoes and a 
can of peaches? 13. 
14. How much cheaper was 2 pounds of hamburger than 
2 pounds of steak? 14. 
25. Ellen’s mother chose a 4-pound roast and a half 
pound of bacon. How much did these meats cost? 15. $ 
16. A 3-pound package of frozen lima beans sold for 
75r. One-pound packages sold for 30 How much 
was saved by buying one large package rather than 
three small one-pound packages? 16. 
27. Ellen’s mother spent $7.78 for groceries and meats. 
She also paid 250 for delivery. How much change 
did she have left from a ten-dollar bill? 17. $ 
The 4-pound roast needed to be baked 20 minutes 
for each pound of weight. If it was placed in the 
oven at 11 o’clock, when was it ready? 18. 
1 Q flow many 20-ounce cans would be filled with the 
tomato juice from a dozen 30-ounce cans? 19. 
20. How much did 31 pounds of steak cost? 20. $ 
2A Go on to Page 4 
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VISITING A DAIRY 
The 33 pupils and their teacher from one of the rooms of 
the Madison School visited the Glendon Dairy. The dairy 
is 5 miles from the school. They all made the trip in 
automobiles. 
21. They left the school at 8:50 in the morning. If they 
were gone 2 y2 hours, what time was it when they 
returned? 
Space for Work Answers 
21. 
22. Each automobile could carry 6 children or 5 adults 
in addition to the driver. How many cars were 
needed for the pupils and teacher? 
23. At the rate of 20 miles per hour, how many minutes 
did it take to drive the 5 miles from the school to 
the dairy? 
24. Mr. Glendon has 35 head of cattle on his 315-acre 
farm. How many acres does this average for each 
of his cattle? 
25. One cow gives 7 gallons of milk each day. How 
much is this worth at 151 per quart? 
26. Each day Mr. Glendon fills 28 crates, each holding 
24 quart bottles. At 2 pounds per quart, how many 
pounds of milk are needed to fill the 28 crates? 
27. Mr. Glendon gets 21 <t per quart for the milk he 
delivers. The milk itself costs only % of the 21<t 
and the rest is for bottling, delivery, and other 
services. How much per quart is for bottling, 
delivery, and other services? 
28. Mr. Glendon’s largest expense is for feed. How 
much must he pay for 700 pounds of feed when the 
price is $5.18 per hundred pounds? 
23   min. 
24   
25. $     
26   lb. 
27. 
28. $ 
29. Mr. Glendon gave each of 40 persons a 6-ounce 
bottle of milk. How many quarts were needed to 
fill the 40 bottles? 
(1 quart = 32 ounces) 
30. On the average, a milk bottle makes 20 trips out 
of the dairy before it is lost or broken. To the 
nearest whole number, how many bottles are needed 
for making a total of 365 trips per year? 
29 qt. 
30. 
2A 242.9.51 End of Test. Look over your work. No. Right 
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TEST 3- Com putations 
DIRECTIONS 
This is a test of examples in arith- 
metic. Do as many of them as you can. Add + Subtract 
Work carefully at your usual rate of g feet 
speed. Your score will be the total 
number that you have done correctly. $ 2. 5 0 A 3 
Write each answer under the ex- ion l 
ample and again in the proper answer 1. o 9 1 4 
space at the side of the page. The & cf-. S~y ^ i- 
samples at the right show where you 
should write your answers. 
There is room to work on the test Notice that in Sample B the answer 
paper. Be sure to show all of your was reduced to 3 4 ft. All final answers 




B 31  feet 
Answers 
ADD + 
J pounds 2 gallons 3 4 1  ..lb. 
68 9 7,3 2 6 $2.05 $ 5 0. 0 0 2  gal- 
25 6,6 8 7 7.61 7.2 7 
46 9.0 0 .80 
8.0 5 .65 3 $    
4.9 5 1.0 0 
.34 4$  
SUBTRACT — 5  ..lb. 
5 pounds g feet 7 8 
6  ..ft. 
67 375 $ 2 6.6 0 $ 6 0 5.1 9 
5 84 1.6 8 1 2 7.2 5 -V 
7 $  
8 $  
MULTIPLY X 
0 years IQ gallons 11 pounds 12 tons 
9  yr. 
23 608 1,3 9 6 7 9 0, 0 8 0 10  gal. 
4 7 8 6 
11  ..lb. 
12  T 
3A Go on to Page 3 
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DIVIDE -f- Answers 
13 14 15 16 13 . mi. 
mi. gal. $ weeks 14 ...  gal. 
2) 5 2 mi. 5) 1 75 5 gal. 4) $5 0 00 7) 4 1 8 0 days 
15 $ 
16. wks. 
MULTIPLY X DIVIDE -f- 




5,2 8 0 
407 
$ lb. 18...    ft. 
2 4) $ 8 4 0 5 8) 2 1 5 5 lb. 
19 $ 
20.  lb. 
ADD + 
Reduce fractions in answers; for example, 5 1 10 — 2 
21 years 22 pies 23 pecks 24 cupfuls 
21 yr. 
1 
2 4l 2- 
1-i  4 22 ..   pies 




23 .. pk. 
24 ...  cups 
SUBTRACT — 
Reduce fractions in answers 25 ...  cakes 
25 cakes 26 inches 27 gallons 2S inches 
4 
5 4 10 




4 10| 4 IT 
27 ..  gal. 
28 ..   in. 






Reduce fractions in answers 
30 ounces 31 inches 
10 x 4\ = X 3| = 
32 feet 











33 .. apples 
Reduce fractions in answers 




 1-3 = 56-1 = 7} = 8 j = 
35...   bu. 
36...  lb. 
MEASURES 
Reduce answers ; for example, 2 gal. 4 qt. = 3 gal. 
37 .. ....hr. . ....min. 
Add Subtract Multiply Divide 
37 38 39 40 38 .. ... yr. . mo. 
4 hr. 35 min. 12 yr. 6 mo. 3 lb. 67 oz. gal. qt. 
4- 2 hr. 45 min. — 10 yr. 9 mo. 
X 2 
5) 2 gal. 2 qt. 39 .. lb.  oz. 
40 .. ... gal.  qt. 
MULTIPLY X DIVIDE 4- 
41 bushels 42 43 44 41...   bu. 
892 $ 4 0. 5 0 $ $ 42 $ 
.9 .08 2 4) $ . 4 8 .0 5) $ 6.12 5 
43 $ 
44 $ 
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Test 4 — Quantitative Understanding  
by 
BEN. A. SUELTZ 
Upper Level Grades 7, 8, and 9 Form A 
NAME    -  Boy  Girl....  Grade... 
Teacher    Date  
Year Month Day 
School     Bom   
Year Month Day 
City   State Age    
Years Months Days 
To the Student: 
With the tests in this booklet you can show how well you 
understand and use the principles of mathematics. Each of the 
questions is followed by four answers. Think what the question 
means and use your best judgment in choosing the correct answer. 
If you have trouble with a question, go on to the next ones 
and come back to it after you have answered all the others. Work 
as rapidly as you can without making errors. If you are not quite 
sure of the right answer for a question, choose the answer you 
THINK is best, If you are not at all sure of the right answer for a 
question, leave its answer space blank. Read and think, but do 
not guess. 
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Test 4 — Quantitative Understanding 
DIRECTIONS 
1. Read a question and the four answers below it. 
2. Without using your pencil to work out the problem, choose the answer you think is right and 
write its letter on the dotted line at the side of the page. 
3. Look at the example questions below and see how the answers are marked. 
EXAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. How many minutes are there in an hour? 
A 10 minutes B 30 minutes C 60 minutes D 100 minutes 1....C 
1. Mr. Stevens said that he had “ten hundred pounds” of coal on his light truck. How 
many pounds was that? 
A 100 B 10,000 C 1000 D 110 1  
2. At the county fair, a $100 prize was given to the person who 
most accurately estimated the weight of a fat steer. Which 
number below is closest to the correct weight of 1412 pounds? 
A 1250 B 1450 C 1310 D 1385 
I4IZ lbs. 
3. The KOOLAIR COMPANY advertised on the radio that it had installed over a quarter of 
a million air-conditioning plants. Which number below equals a quarter of a million? 
A 1,400,000 B 250,000 C ^,000,000,000 D 25,000 3  
4A Go on to Page 3 
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4. A builders’ magazine states that a new apartment house is needed each year for every 1000 
people in the country. How many thousands are there in our population of 150,000,000? 
A 150,000 B 150 C 15,000 D 15,000,000 4  
5. George read that “gasoline consumption was 12.8 billion gallons.” Which number below is 
equal to 12.8 billion? 
A 12,000,000.8 B 12.8,000,000 C 12,800,000,000 D 12.8 5  
6. In the canning plant the foreman must turn the steam off after 1 
hour and 25 minutes of cooking. If he begins timing at the time 
shown by the clock at the right, when should he turn off the steam? 
A 11:15 B 11:45 C 11:25 D 12:15 
7. At one time the population of the United States was estimated at 136,538,700. How 
should this number be rounded to the nearest hundred thousand? 
A 136,500,000 B 137,000,000 C 1365 D 500,000 7 
8. Which one of the fractions below does not express the same ratio or value as “five out 
of every ten”? 




9. Sam’s glass is three-fourths full of lemonade. Joe’s glass is 
only one-fourth full. Joe’s lemonade is what fractional part of 
Sam’s lemonade? 
A | B | Cj D 1 
10. A ball team has won 6 of the 10 games already played. If it wins the next two games, what 
fraction of its games will it then have won? 
A i Bi Cf Df 10   
11. Mrs. Kelly weighed 150 pounds before she was sick. After her sickness she weighed only 
120 pounds. What fractional part of her weight did she lose while she was sick? 
Ai B i ci I>1 n  
4A Go on to Page 4 
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12. The Canadian gallon contain 4 Canadian quarts. The U.S. 
gallon contains 4 U.S. quarts. The Canadian gallon equals 
5 U.S. quarts. The U.S. quart is what fractional part of 
the Canadian quart? 
A f B | C | D ! 
13. Below are shown the numbers of cases of mumps in four different classes in a school. In 
which class does the largest fraction of the pupils have mumps? 
A 6 cases out of 24 pupils B 11 cases out of 44 pupils 
C 10 cases out of 39 pupils D 7 cases out of 30 pupils 13  
14. If you begin work at the time shown on clock 1, and stop at 
the time shown on clock 2, how long have you worked? 
A 45 min. B 40 min. C 7 min. D 17 min. 
14. 
15. We often speak of the first three months of the calendar year as the “first quarter,” the 
next three months as the “second quarter,” and so on. By this system, in an ordinary year 
(not a leap year) which quarter of the year is shortest? 
A fourth quarter B third quarter C second quarter D first quarter 15   
16. On the calendar at the right, July fourth falls on Friday. 
On what day of the week must the month of July begin 
when the fourth falls on Sunday? 
A Friday B Thursday C Wednesday D Sunday 
JULY 
s M T W T F s 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 31 
16 
17. Mr. Porter bought 6.6 gallons of gasoline to fill the tank in his car. Which number below 




C 6^ D 6 10 
18. George wants a steel pin 0.785 inches in diameter. Which pin- 
diameter given below is nearest the correct size? 
A 0.875 in. B 0.790 in. C 0.788 in. D 0.778 in. 
17 
18. 
4A Go on to Page 5 
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19. Which one of the four wires whose diameters are given below is thinnest? 
A 0.150 in. 13 0.075 in. C 0.100 in. D 0.025 in. 19 
20. The copyright date as printed on a movie film is given at the right. 
What date is this? 
A 2112 B 1952 C 1492 D there is no such date 20 
MCMLII 
21. Which one of the following Roman Numerals is correctly written? 
A LCIX B MIXV C CDIV D MCMXLX 21 
22. Some cloth is 55% wool. What per cent is not wool? 
A 55% B you can’t tell the per cent C 95% D 45% 22 
23. What per cent of a dozen eggs is left in the carton shown at 
the right? 
A 9% B 75 71 C 3% D 66§ % 
24. A spraying mixture is made by mixing 4 pounds of sulphur in each 100 gallons of water. 
What per cent of the mixture is sulphur? 
A You can’t tell exactly B 4% C \ % D 400% 24  
25. Sally bought 4 yards of cloth. It will shrink not more than one-half per cent. Which 
one of the following best shows the shrinkage or how to find it? 
A 1 in. B \ yd. C ‘ of 4 yd. D \ of I'.',' of 4 yd. 25  
26. The square ABCD is one inch along each side. How long is 
the perimeter of the little square AEFG? 
A 2 in. B 1 in. C \ in. D j in. 
27. How large is the area of the little square AEFG in the figure above? 
A 1 in. B 1 sq. in. C \ sq. in. D lsq. in. 
26 
27. 
4A Go on to Page 6 
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28. The angle COD at the right has 35 degrees. How large is the 
angle AOB? 
A 70° B 35° C 50° D you can’t tell without measuring 28. 
29. Which one of the following statements can never be true of a rectangle? 
A It has equal opposite sides B It has two parallel sides 
C It has a 60° angle D It has a 90° angle 29 
30. Three measuring spoons that have the same shape but different 
sizes suggest what geometric idea? 
A similarity B congruence C equality D parallelism 
31. Ann is supposed to read half of Chapter 12. It begins at the top of page 152 and ends at 
the bottom of page 167. How far should she read? 
A to the middle of page 159 B to the bottom of page 159 
C to the middle of page 160 D to the bottom of page 160 31  
c 
32. In the triangle ABC, angle A = 78° and angle B = 18°. / 
How large is angle C ? A —^ B 
A It can’t be found from the information given B 122° C 96° D 84° 32  
33. In the triangle above, which is the longest side? 
A AB B AC C BC D you can’t tell from the information given 33 
34. When Mr. Long was hunting, he went into the woods in the di¬ 
rection 30° east of north. This is shown by the line OA and the 
angle NO A. What direction must he travel to return along the 
same route when he comes out of the woods? 
A 30° E. of N. B 60° W. of S. C 30° E. of S. D 30° W. of S. 34 
4A Go on to Page 7 
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35. Which one of the following is the lowest temperature? 
A 0° B —10° C 7.5° D —5.5° 35 
36. Which one of the following is a correct way of writing the value of four and 
a half cents? 
A .04^ B 0.4^ C $.045 D $.45 36  
37. Which of the following is equal to one and one-half yards? 
A 3j ft. B 4.5 ft. C 4.6 ft. D 4 ft. 5 in. 37 
38. In which of the figures below is there a straight line perpendicular to another straight line? 
38. 
39. The newspaper reported that Homeville (population 3024) has gained 100% in population 
in the last 10 years. According to this statement, which one of the following is true? 
A Homeville now has twice as many people as 10 years ago 
B Homeville has exactly as many people now as it had 10 years ago 
C The number gained is less than the number it had 10 years ago 39 
D Homeville now has 100 more people than 10 years ago 
40. The tax in the village of Geneva is $3.60 per hundred dollars. Which rate below equals 
the tax rate in Geneva ? 
A .36 mills per $1 B 36% C 3.6 mills per $1 D 3.6% 40. 
41. Which one of these pairs of figures shows equal areas or volumes? 
41 
42. Four lines — A, B, C, and D — enclose a rectangle. If the same four lines enclose a 
parallelogram, which one of the following statements comparing the rectangle and the para- 
lellogram is not true? 
A The areas of both figures are unequal B Both perimeters are equal C The sums of 
the angles in both figures are equal D The altitudes of both figures are equal 42 
4A Go on to Page 8 
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43. In which one of the following sets of figures are the objects congruent? 
44. The illustration at the right represents a cube that contains one cu¬ 
bic foot. Which one of the following statements is true about a “foot- 
cube?” 
A Its volume is the same as that of a sphere with a diameter of one foot 
B Each of its surfaces is a square foot C It contains 144 cubic inches 
D It has 8 edges, each one foot long 
44 
45. Which one of the following exercises would have a negative number for an answer? 
A (-8) 
X (-2) 
B (-2) C (-8) 
- (-3) + (-2) 
D (—8) -f- (-2) 45 
46. Which of the following can not be done to both sides of an equation without destroying 
the equality? 
A Add the same number to both sides B Multiply both sides by ir 46  
C Take the square root of both sides D Divide one side by 2, providing the other side is multiplied by 2 
47. Which one of the following is true or correct? 
A -ll _ « R x , x_^x r-x_x A 2 " ** 2 ' 2 4 ^ Y -Y D V 4 = 8 47 
48. Two tin cans, X and Y, were made the same size, but can Y has been 
deeply dented on one side. Which one of the following statements is 
true if the metal in can Y was only bent and not stretched. 
A Can Y holds as much sand as can X B Can Y has as much metal as can X 
C The distance around the top rim of Y is larger than the corresponding 
distance on X 
D The dotted line on Y is longer than the dotted line on X 48. 
49. The formula for the roots of the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0 
is given at the right. Which one of the following statements cannot be 
true? 
A When b2 — 4ac = 0, the roots are equal to ^ 
B When b2 — 4ac is less than zero, both roots are imaginary 
C When “a” is zero, there is no quadratic equation 
D It is the 2a in the denominator that creates two roots 
X _ —b ± V b2 — 4ac 
2a 
49 
50. Which one of the following equations is correct or true for all values of X and not for 
some special value only? 
A X — 2 = 2 — X 
C X2 - 4 = (X + 2) (X - 2) 
B 
D 
X _ _1 
1 ~ X 
(X-1)2 = X2 + 1 
50. 
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Test 5 — Problem Solving 
by 
BEN. A. SUELTZ 
Upper Level Grades 7, 8, and 9 Form A 
NAME     Boy  Girl....  Grade... 
Teacher      Date   
Year Month Day 
School    Born   
Year Month Day 
City    .... State   Age  
Years Months Days 
DIRECTIONS — Read each problem carefully and be sure to do just what it asks. Show your work in the work 
space and write your answer on the dotted line at the side of the page. The sample problems show you how to 
do this. 
SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
The pupils in one room changed the soil 
for the plants in their room. They had two 
sizes of flower pots. The large pots each 
held 2 quarts of soil and the small pots each 
held 1 quart of soil. 
How many quarts of soil were needed for 7 of the 
large-size pots? 
g For new soil for the plants 1 quart of sand was 
used for each 2 quarts of soil from the garden. 
How much sand was used with a bushel (32 quarts) 
of soil from the garden? 





A l3..  qt. 
B J.k  qt. 
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VACATION ON THE FARM 
George and Alice Peters live in the city. They like to 
spend summers with their cousins Lucille and Larry on the 
farm. Sometimes Lucille and Larry visit in the city. The 
train fare between the city and the farm is $5.88 each way 
for a grown person and half as much for a child under 
12 years of age. 
1 Alice is 11 years old. How much is the train fare 
for her from the city to the farm? 
Space for Work Answers 
2. Mr. and Mrs. Peters and George use full-fare 
tickets. How much do these tickets cost for the 
trip to the farm for the 3 people? 
3. One summer Mr. Peters took the children in his car. 
When they started, the speedometer read 49,826 
miles. When they arrived, it read 50,031 miles. 
How far did they drive? 
2. $. 
3.   mi. 
* 
4. They started at 8:30 in the morning and arrived 
at 10 minutes after 3 in the afternoon. How much 
time was used in traveling? 4 hr min. 
5. When Mr. Peters had driven 250 miles, he had used 
13 gallons of gas. To the nearest whole mile, how 
many miles was this per gallon? 
For spending money, George received 75 ^ per week 
and Alice 50^ per week. What was the total for 
six weeks for both children? 
7. The children rode Larry’s pony. It could rün a 
mile in 5 minutes. How many miles per hour 
is this? 
Alice helped her cousin make curtains. Each curtain 
was 60 inches long and 6 extra inches per curtain 
were used in making hems. How many yards of 
material were needed for six curtains? 
9. On the farm, the children got up at 6:45 in the 
morning. When did they go to sleep if they had 
hours of sleep? 
10. They served fried chicken to a group of friends on 
Sunday. Three chickens each weighing 3^ pounds 
were used. How many people did these serve if-| 
of a pound was allowed for each person? 
5 mi. 
6. $  
7  m.p.h. 
8  yd. 
9. 
10. 
5A Go on to Page 3. 
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CHICKENS ON THE FARM 
The farm has a few cattle and raises some grain for feed, but it 
specializes in raising chickens and selling eggs. Eggs that are fresh, 
clean, and large bring the best prices, 
sort and grade the eggs. 
Alice and George learned to 
: V . 
11. Medium-sized eggs usually sell for 80% as much as 
large eggs. When large eggs are -55 è per dozen, 
for how much should medium-sized eggs sell? 
12. Large eggs weigh 28 ounces per dozen and extra- 
large eggs weigh 32 ounces per dozen. The large 
eggs weigh what per cent as much as the extra- 
large eggs? 
13. At the right is a chart show¬ 
ing the percentage of content 
of some chicken feed. What 
per cent of the content of this 
feed is not accounted for on 
the chart? 
Feed Con lent 
Protein ...... 20% 
Fat  4% 
Fiber   8%> 
14. Larry and George brought home a load of feed that 
weighed 2250 pounds. How much did this feed 
cost at $2.80 per hundred pounds? 
15. !» preparing feed for laying hens, Larry had to 
put in 1, of 1% salt, flow many pounds of salt 
did he use in mixing 1500 pounds of feed? 
16. Mrs. Peters pays 54^ per dozen for eggs for which 
the farmer gets I5(‘ per dozen. Her cost is what 
per cent more than the price the farmer gets? 
17. To build another chicken house, Larry’s father 
borrowed $1600. If he paid it back in four months, 
how much was the interest? The interest rate 
was 4% per year. 
Ig^ In a new breed of chicken, 60% of the weight is 
edible. In a 5-pound chicken of this breed, how 
much is inedible? 
19. To produce one pound of chicken, 4 pounds of feed 
are needed. Feed costs 31 cents per pound. If the 
chicken sells for 35 ç* per pound, what per cent of 
the selling price is spent on feed? 
5 A 




14. $    
15   lb. 
16    % 
17. $  
18  lb. 
19 % 
Go on to Page 4. 
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THE CITY AND THE FARM 
In the city George and Alice spend much of their 
spare time reading. On the farm, they helped with 
the work. George helped his cousin with the outdoor 
work and Lucille helped in the house. It was a large 
pleasant house. 
20 Two living room floors are sketched above. Which 
is larger, and how many more square feet of space 
does it contain? (If they are both the same in size, 
write same.) 
Space for Work Answers 
20.  sq. ft. 
21. The perimeter of the city living room is how many 
’ feet more than the perimeter of the farm living 
room, or are both the same? 21  ft. 
22. In the city, people cook with gas. They pay 121 
cents per 100 cubic feet of gas. How much is the 
bill for a month when 1700 cubic feet are used? 22. 
23. The farm uses electricity for cooking, washing, and 
other machinery. The rate is $5 for all electricity 
up to 100 kilowatts, and 31 cents per kilowatt for any 
extra beyond the first 100. How much is the bill 
when 238 kilowatts are used? 23. $.... 
24. The round water tank on the farm is 6 feet in 
diameter and 2 feet, 4 inches deep. How many 
cubic feet of water will it hold? 
(V = xrHi) 24   cu. ft. 
25. One day the boys made a rectangular yard for 
chickens. They used 120 yards of fence to enclose 
it. If the chicken yard was two times as long as 
wide, how long was it? 25  yd. 
26. If Alice lives “10 minutes by bus” from her school 
and the bus averages 10 miles per hour, how many 
miles is it to the school? 26   mi. 
27. For his science class, George recorded the following 
low temperatures one week: —2°, —8°, 0°, 4-7°, 
—1°, +6°, -)-10o. What was the average of these 
temperatures ? 27  
5A 249.9.51 End of Test. Look over your work. No. Right. 
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Test 6 — Basic Computations 
by 
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Year Month Day 
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TEST 6 — Computations 
DIRECTIONS 
This is a test of computations in 
arithmetic. Do as many of the examples 
as you can. Work carefully at your 
usual rate of speed. Your score will be 
the total number that you have done 
correctly. 
Write each answer under the ex¬ 
ample and again in the proper answer 
space at the side of the page. The 
samples at the right show where you 












A .. 3.i ft. 
B $..£0.a  
There is room to work on the test 
paper. Show all of your work for every 
example you do. 
Notice that in Sample A the answer 
was reduced to 3 4 ft. All final answers 










2 7 0, 8 5 0 








2 8 ) 8 2 5 yd. 
ADD + 





7 barrels g hours 
12j 40j 
10| 9| 
MULTIPLY X DIVIDE 4- 
9 ounces IQ feet U yards 12 inches 
5X7j = 3-y X 12 j = 16-f+6 = 12— — 2—  • ^16 
Answers 
1    lb. 
2   A. 
3  T. 
4  yd. 
5   ft. 
6  in. 
7   bbl. 
8   hr. 
9  -  oz. 
10   ft. 
11  yd. 
12  in. 
6A Go on to Page 3 
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13 
Arrange in a column, then Add 
$22.22 + $2.10 + $76.95 = $  
14 
Arrange in a column, then Subtract 
$259 — $49.95 = $   
MULTIPLY X 







1 2 lb. 9 oz. 
4 lb. 6 oz. 




100 gal. — 60gal. 3qt. 
= gal- .qt. 
17 
. 0 6 ) $ 3 6 
Divide -j- 
18 
(ans. to 1 dec. place) 
in. 
3.1 4 ) 9 6. 5 in. 
Multiply X 
21 
of 2 hr. 40 min. 
= hr. min. 
Fill in the blank 

















44% of $75 = $ 
Find PERCENTAGE 
27 
150% of $10.50 = $ 
28 
16 in. = % of 24 in. 
Find RATE PER CENT 
29 
$42 : % of $540 
Answers 
13 $    
14 $      
15  ft. 
16   in. 
17 $  
18   in. 
19   lb.   oz. 
20  gal qt. 
21  hr.  min. 
22   
23      % 
24    
25  % 
26 $....   
27 $  
28  % 
29 % 
GA Go on to Page 4 
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30 
Find the WHOLE AMOUNT 
31 
$3 = 1% of $. 12% of $ = $366 
Find INTEREST 
32 
$330 X xoo ^ 360 = $- 
33 34 
5X = 34 6X 
X = 
SOLVE FOR X 
35 
40 = 2X + 44 A = 4-i 
X = 
36 


















(-275) - (-2) 
SOLVE FOR THE LETTER INDICATED 
43 45 46 
44 
S2 == 100 
S 
I = PRT 
P = 
When r = 14, ^=2 % 
and A = "T2 
When b = 8, b' = 9 
h = 5, and 
A = y2 (b + bo h 
A = 
6A 250.9.51 End of Test. Look over your work. 
Answers 
30 $  
31 $  
32 $  
33 X =  
34 X =  
35 X =  
36 X =  
37   
38   
39   
40   
41   
42   
43 S =  
44 P =  
45 A =   
46 A = ..  
No. Right  
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INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES: 
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This is a test of mental maturity. In taking it you will show how well you under¬ 
stand relationships and what you do when you face new problems. No one is ex¬ 
pected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as 
you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. 
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DIRECTIONS: Listen carefully to the pairs of words that will be read to you. Later, the first 
word of each pair will be repeated and you are to remember what word 
went with it. Find a picture of this word and mark its number as you are told. 
TEST 1 
DIRECTIONS; Mark as you are told the letter, R, for each picture that shows a right; 
mark the letter, L, for each picture that shows a left. 








CTMM - I 
STOP NOW WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS Test 3 Score (number right) 
DIRECTIONS: In each row find the drawing that is a different view of the first drawing. 
Mark its number as vou ore told 
Page 5 
CTMM- I 
CTnD NOW WAIT FOR 
Jl VI FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS 
Test 4 Score 
( number right > 
DIRECTIONS: In each row there is one picture that shows something which is the op¬ 
posite of the first picture. Find it, and mark its number as you are told. 
Page 6 
CTMM - I 
STOP 
DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are alike in some way. Decide how 
they are alike, and then find the one picture among the four to the right 
of the dotted line that is most like them and mark its number. 
TEST 6 
DIRECTIONS: In each row the first picture is related to the second Find the one 
picture to the right of the second dotted line that goes with the third 
Page 8 




right > STOP 
DIRECTIONS In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find 
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer 
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told. When you have 
finished as many os you can from 111 to 120, read the Directions in the 
middle of the page and proceed with rows 121 to 125. 
TEST 9 
J. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 a 6 b 9 e 10 d 12 e 14   J 
(111). 14 12 10 8 7 6 4 a 14 b 12 c 10 d 8 e 7  1 1 1 
(112). 19 16 13 11 10 7 4 a 13 b 11 c 10 d 1 e 4  1 1 2 
(113). 1 5 9 13 15 17 a 15 b 13 c 9 d 5 e 1  11 3 
(114). 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 13 a 7 b 8 c 11 d 12 e 13  114 
(115). 2 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 a 2 b 4 C 9 d 10 e 13  115 
(116). 0 7 14 19 24 27 29 30 31 a 29 b 27 c 24 d 14 eO  1 1 (5 
(117). 20 17 15 14 11 9 8 7 5 3 2 a 17 b 14 c9 d7 e 5  1 1 7 
(118). 21 20 18 15 14 12 10 9 8 6 3 a 21 b 10 c9 d 8 e 6  1 1 8 
(119). 2 3 5 8 12 17 22 23 30 a 3 b 8 c 12 d 17 e 22- 1 1 11 
(120). 20 18 19 17 18 16 17 14 15 16 a 20 b 19 c 17 d H e 16  1 2 <■) 
DIRECTIONS: Go right on with the following until told tg stop. In each row of num¬ 
bers below, the numbers grow larger or smaller in a regular series of 
whole numbers. Decide what numbers are missing, find them among the 
answers on the right, and mark the letter of your choice for the correct 
answer. 
X. 12 14 15   .... 18 
( In Sample X the 
meaning 
correct answer 
13, 16, 17.) 
is C, 
(121). 1 4 10   ... 19 
(122). 2 8   32 ... 
(123). 44 37   16 ... 2 
(124). 6 28   50 ... ... 72 
(125). 83 70 44   5 
a 13, 15. 16 b 13, 15, 17 C 13, 16, 17 
d 14, 16, 17 e 15, 16, 18 C x 
a 5, 11, 18 b 7, 13, 16 c 5, 13, 16 
d 7. 11, 18 e5, 16, 18 — 1 
a 7, 13, 33 b 4, 16, 37 c 3, 15, 48 
d 4, 16, 64 e 6, 24. 64  122 
a 30, 22, 8 b 31, 22, 9 c 30, 23, 9 
d 30, 21, 9 e 31, 23. 8  1 2.3 
a 16, 38, 60 b 16, 39, 61 c 17, 38, 60 
d 11, 39, 61 e 17. 39, 61 — 1 24 
a 57, 31, 18 b 53, 33, 23 c 57, 33, 19 
d 53, 31, 18 e 57. 33. 19  I 2r. 
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Test 9 Score 
(number right'. 
A 
DIRECTIONS: In each problem below you are to find out how many coins of each kind 
it takes to make a given amount of money. Work each problem 
mentally, find the answer you get among those at the bottom of the 














4 coins—21 cents K 
2 coins—15 cents 126 
5 coins—18 cents 127 
8 coins—25 cents 128 
6 coins—34 cents 129 
5 coins—47 cents 130 
6 coins—59 cents 131 
4 coins—86 cents 132 
7 coins—98 cents 133 
5 coins—61 cents 134 
6 coins—68 cents 135 
7 coins—79 cents 136 
8 coins—$1.19 137 
8 coins—$1.48 138 
9 coins—$2.82 139 
p q r s t 
p q r s t 
f gh i j 
a b c d e 
f g h i j 
m n o 
f g h i I. 
p q r s t 
1 m n o 
p q r s t 
f g h i j 
f g h i j 
abode 
k 1 m n o 
k 1 m n 
(140). 11 coins— -$4.36 
p q r 
14n ;; ii 
s t 
INFORMATION ABOUT MONEY 
1 nickel (n) 1 dime (d) 1 1 quarter (q) 1 half-dollar (hd) 
1 cent (c) is 5 is 10 is 25 is 50 
cents cents cents cents 
ANSWERS 
c n d q hd C n d q hd 
a 5 3 k 3 2 1 ? 
b 5 2 1 1 3 2 1 i 
c 5 1 2 in 2 1 1 5 
d 4 1 1 2 n 2 2 1 
e 4 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 
f 4 1 1 P 1 2 2 
g 4 1 1 q 1 1 1 8 
h 4 3 ♦ r 1 2 1 
i 3 1 1 1 s 1 1 1 1 




Test 10 Score 
(number right)  H STOP NOW WAIT FOR SB FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS Bg 
Language Section 
Pages 12 through 18 
* 
f ; 
DIRECTIONS: Work these problems on a sheet of scratch paper, 
the letter of each correct answer. 
L. 
Mark as you aie tcld 
A 
TEST 11 
L. If you earned $5.00 and spent $3.00, how many dollars would 




d $5.00 — L 
141. '•If a freight train travels at the rate of 20 miles an hour, how 




d 60  ^ ^ 1 
142. How many pieces of candy can you buy for 15 cents at the 




d 60 142 
143. On a road map each one-half inch represents 20 miles. How 




d 200 -—143 
144. Large envelopes that sell for 3 cents each can he had for 30 





d 9çS 144 
145. How many one-inch cubes can be placed in a box 5 inches 




d 100 145 
146. If you had 20 words in spelling and were marked 90%, how 




d 19 1 4<> 
147. How many 1 V2 cent stamps would you give in even exchange 




d 45  147 
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GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
TEST 11 (Continued) 
148. A ball team played 25 games and won 7 games more than it 




d 18 1 4 s 
149. blow many sheets of paper 7 inches by 10 inches can yon cut a 3 
from a sheet of paper 21 inches by 30 inches? b 6 
c 9 
d 34  140 
150. At 10 cents a foot, what is the cost of enough molding to go a $3.10 
around the ceiling of a room 15 feet wide by 16 feet long? b $6.20 
c$31.00 
d $24.00  1 no 
151. 2]/4 times what number equals 40? a 16 
b 8 
c 15 
d 17 in l 
152. If a 5 inch cube ol ice weighs 4 Vi pounds, how many pounds a 212?4 
will a 10 inch cube weigh? b 8*4 
c 34 
d 50  1 r.2 
153. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 is 4 less than a 6 
3 times 6? b 7 
c 14 
d 8  1 r> 
154. ]im saws his age is 1q of his uncle’s, and that their ages to- a 10 
gether total 40 rears. How manv rears difference is there b 20 
between jim’s and his uncle's age." 
c 24 
d 30  1.14 
155. A tank is fed hr two pipes, one of which can fill it in 2 hours, a 2 
and the other in 3 hours. A third pipe can empty it in 1 hour. 
b 4 
If the tank is full and all three pipes are opened and operating 
c 5 
d 1 r> r> 
to full capacity, how many hours will it take to empty the 
tank ? 
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NOW WAIT FOR .1 
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS . 
(number right). 
DIRECTIONS; Mark as you are fold the number of the word that means the same or about 
the same as the first word 
TEST 12 180. invariably 
1 probably 2 seldom 
3 always 4 motionless — 180 
M. blossom 1 tree 2 vine 181. detect 1 remove 2 discover 
3 flower 4 garden — M 3 overtake 4 apply — 181 
156. strange 1 real 2 tell 182. reluctantly 1 gladly 2 instantly 
3 certain 4 unknown — 156 3 certainly 4 unwillingly — 182 
157. reply 1 news 2 answer 183. inefficient 1 unruly 2 prudent 
3 note 4 open — 157 3 incompetent 4 inevitable — 1S3 
158. liberty 1 benefit 2 seize 184. facetious 1 active 2 fragile 
3 freedom 4 aid — 158 3 humorous 4 inventive — 184 
159. assist 1 consent 2 help 185. ambiguous 1 hard 2 doubtful 
3 agree 4 overlook — 159 3 responsible 4 confident — 185 
160. admire 1 defend 2 protect 186. utilize 1 harmonize 2 identify 
3 approve 4 agree — 160 3 use 4 invite — 186 
161. aim 1 offer 2 apply 187. dejected 1 slow 2 disheartened 
3 haste 4 end — 101 3 weighty 4 destroyed — 1ST 
162. esteem 1 reject 2 estimate 188. dexterity 1 safety 2 advantage 
3 exceed 4 respect — 162 3 affection 4 skill — 1 8 S 
163. acquire 1 agree 2 conduct 189. defer 1 affirm 2 delay 
3 obtain 4 conflict — 163 3 confer 4 ordain — 189 
164. counsel 1 glory 2 advice 190. deride 1 advance 2 encourage 
3 generous 4 satisfy — 164 3 ennoble 4 ridicule — 190 
165. ample 1 season 2 plentiful 191. concede 1 overrule 2 engage 
3 alive 4 autumn — 105 3 allow 4 endeavor — 191 
166. amaze 1 agree 2 betray 192. invoke 1 hover 2 imitate 
3 surprise 4 contrary — 166 3 ask 4 invest — 1 9 2 
167. oppress 1 promise 2 imitate 193. coerce 1 varnish 2 adverse 
3 crowd 4 burden — 167 3 treasure 4 compel — 1 9 3 
168. liberal 1 lonely 2 generous 194. tarnish 1 frighten 2 blacken 
3 learned 4 real — 168 3 lament 4 torment — 194 
169. predatory 1 soft 2 stationary 195. antecedent 1 actual 2 pretended 
3 plundering 4 lasting — 160 3 previous 4 genuine — 195 
170. obstinate 1 saucy 2 headstrong 196. disparage 1 divert 2 discredit 
3 satisfactory 4 obedient — 170 3 deprive 4 divide -— 196 
171. eternal 1 worthy 2 brief 197. impervious 1 empty 2 injurious 
3 endless 4 native — 171 3 impenetrable 4 important — 197 
172. fugitive 1 fetter 2 accident 198. deleterious 1 harmful 2 just 
3 saddle 4 runaway — 172 3 tardy 4 particular — 198 
173. legend 1 ancient 2 legion 199. presage 1 wisdom 2 precedent 
3 story 4 leisure — 173 3 foretell 4 promote — 1 99 
174. entreat 1 refuse 2 plead 200. surfeit 1 excess 2 excel 
3 repair 4 reform — 174 3 survey 4 feature — 200 
175. notable 1 terrible 2 brilliant 201. vertigo 1 greenish 2 truth 
3 severe 4 famous — 175 3 strength 4 giddiness — 2 01 
176. diminish 1 obtain 2 repeat 202. quondam 1 quota 2 survivor 
3 reduce 4 plentiful — 17 6 3 former 4 future — 202 
177. envious 1 amiable 2 jealous 203. mandible 1 handcuff 2 jaw 
3 boisterous 4 enormous — 177 3 law 4 forceful — 203 
178. prophecy 1 suggestion 2 task 204. odium 1 favor 2 blame 
3 substance 4 prediction — 178 3 smell 4 poem — 204 
179. corrode 1 collect 2 disintegrate 205. chuff 1 peeve 2 churl 
3 applaud 4 blame — 179 3 cliff 4 laugh — 205 
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Test 12 Score 
(number right). 
DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow. 
Then mark as you are told the number of each answer you have decided 
is correct. 
TEST 8 
N. All four-footed creatures are 
animals. 
All horses are four-footed. 
Therefore 
1 Creatures other than horses 
can walk 
2 All horses can walk 
3 All horses are animals N 
20r>. Mr. X is an aviator. 
Mr. X is scoutmaster for his 
home town. 
Therefore 
3 Aviators make good scout¬ 
masters 
2 One aviator is a scoutmaster 
3 Scoutmasters make good 
aviators  20 
207. Three hoys are on a mountain 
trail. 
Dick is farther up the trail than 
Dan. 
Frank is farther up than Dick. 
Which boy is in the middle 
position on the trail? 
] Dick 
2 Dan 
3 Frank   211 
208. No human beings are exempt 
from accidents. 
Automobile drivers are human 
being's. 
Therefore 
3 No human being is dependable 
2 No automobile drivers are ex¬ 
empt from accidents 
3 Few human beings make safe 
automobile drivers 20 
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209. If he remains with his friend 
he will suffer loss, and if he 
leaves his friend he will suffer 
loss. 
But, he must remain with his 
friend or leave him. 
Therefore 
1 He should remain with his 
friend 
2 It takes courage to leave a 
friend 
3 He will suffer loss —2" 
210. All squares have four equal 
sides. 
This figure does not have four 
equal sides. 
Therefore 
1 It is a circle 
2 It is not a square 
:: it is either a triangle or a 
rectangle  21 
211. lie is either foreign-born or a 
native. 
But, he is not foreign-born. 
Therefore 
3 He is a voter 
2 He is a native 
3 He is a soldier  21 
212. Pine Street is parallel to River 
Drive. 
River Drive is parallel to 
Cypress Street. 
Therefore 
3 Pine Street is east of River 
Drive 
2 Cypress Street crosses Pine 
Street 
3 Pine Street is parallel to Cy¬ 
press Street ——21 
t 
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
f 
TEST 8 (Continued) 
213. Either your sister is more in¬ 
telligent than you, or as intel¬ 
ligent, or less intelligent. 
But, your sister is not more in¬ 
telligent, nor is she less intel¬ 
ligent. 
Therefore 
1 Your sister is less intelligent 
than you 
2 Your sister is as intelligent as 
you 
3 Your sister is more intelligent 
than you 
214. Jim has a better batting aver¬ 
age than Ed. 
Ed has a better batting aver¬ 
age than Bill. 





215. A weighs less than B. 
B weighs less than C. 
Therefore 
1 B weighs more than C 
2 A’s weight equals B’s and C’s 
3 A weighs less than C 
216. The box contains either gold or 
silver or crystal. 
It does not contain silver. 
Therefore 
1 It contains crystal 
2 It contains either gold or 
crystal 
3 The conclusion is uncertain - 
217. If he is to keep his place on the 
team he must avoid disputes 
with the captain and the coach. 
But, he will neither avoid dis¬ 
putes with the captain, nor will 
he avoid disputes with the 
coach. 
Therefore 
1 He will not remain on the 
team 
2 He will lose in popularity 
with the school 
3 He may have a reasonable 
complaint 
218. If the claim is unjust, refusal 
to permit its discussion before 
the Student Council is unwise. 
If the claim is just, refusal is 
inexcusable. 
But, the claim is either unjust 
or it is just. 
Therefore 
1 The refusal is justified 
2 The refusal is being discussed 
freely 
3 The refusal is either unwise 
or inexcusable 
219. A’s house is situated northeast 
of B’s. 
B’s house is situated northeast 
of C’s. 
Therefore 
1 A’s house is situated nearest 
to C’s 
2 C’s house is nearer to A’s 
house than to B’s 
3 A’s house is situated to the 
northeast of C’s 
220. W is between X and Y. 
X is between Y and Z. 
Therefore 
1 W is not between Y and Z 
2 W is between X and Z 
3 W is nearer to X than to Z - 
NOW WA.T FOR 
J I FURTHER. INSTRUCTIONS 
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Test 8 Score 
(number right) 
r 'i 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark as you are told the number or letter 
of each correct answer. 
L A 
TEST 2 
0. The story read to you a little 
while ago was about 
1 Indians 2 Cowboys 
8 Early Settlers 4 Gold Mines 
221. The name of the story was 
1 The Prairies 
2 A Perilous Journey 
Covered Wagons 
1 The Southern Trail 
222. The party was traveling to 
1 The Northwest 
2 The Southeast 
Sutter Creek 
1 The Southwest 
223. The camp was 
1 Near the river 
2 Near the ocean 
3 In the mountains 
4 On the plains 
224. The party was preparing to 
take the 
1 Southern trail 
2 Central trail 
Northern trail 
4 Shortest trail 
225. The party broke camp 
1 At noon 2 Near sundown 
3 In the winter 1 At sunrise - 
2 6. he leader of the party was 
worried about 
1 The horses 2 The food supply 
3 The wagon wheels 
1 The Indians 
227. The members selected to leave 
the party were 
1 Eleven middle-aged men 
2 Seventeen volunteers 
3 Nineteen young men 
4 Fifteen experienced travelers 
228. Those selected to make the 
journey on foot were given a 
small supply of 
1 Bread and meal 
2 Flour and bacon 
2 Canned goods 4 Dried fruit 
229. The goodbyes of their relatives 
and friends were 
1 Tearful 2 Indifferent 
3 Restrained 4 Resentful 
230. The foot travelers were also 
given to carry with them 
1 A small rifle 2 A shotgun 
8 A revolver 4 A muzzle-loader 
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RIGHT ON TO 
THE NEXT PAGE 
TEST 2 (Continued) 236. When the settler saw the 
stranger on the height above 
the settlement he 
231. They were given enough am¬ 
munition for 
1 Seventeen shots 
2 Three shots 
3 Ten shots 4 Five shots 
232. They saw a deer on their 
journey on the 
i Fifth Day 2 First day 
3 Last day 4 Second day 
1 Beckoned him to come down 
2 Made a camp for his sick 
comrades 
3 Sent a boy up the trail 
4 Sent two men up the trail 
237. The rescuing party brought 
the sick foot travelers to camp 
1 On their shoulders 
2 On stretchers 
3 On horses 4 In a wagon 
238. he foot travelers reached 
their destination in 
233. The foot travelers left their 
weapon 
1 Near the slain deer 
2 Standing against a tree 
3 On a pile of rocks 
4 In the branches of a tree 
1 The early spring 
2 The summer 
3 The late spring 
4 The early fall 
239. On reaching the settlement 
they found that their families 
and friends traveling by wagon 
had 
234. On the last day of the trip the 
foot travelers 
1 Shot some wild birds 
2 Caught some fish in a stream 
3 Enjoyed some ripe cactus 
fruit 
4 Ate some white waxlike 
berries 234 
235. They became sick from eating 
1 Wild honey 
2 Tainted deer meat 
3 Poisonous berries 
4 Wild grapes 
1 Arrived two days before 
2 Arrived the same day 
3 Not arrived yet 
4 Sent word that they were 
safe 2 30 
240. The wagon train 
1 Arrived three months later 
2 The story did not say 
3 Arrived one month later 
4 Never reached the settlement 
STOP NOW WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS 
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